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ON THE VIBHAJJAV!DINS1
The Mahi"s#saka, Dhammaguttaka,
Kassapiya and Tambapa$$iya branches
of the ancient Theriyas
L. S. COUSINS
Summary
i.

The first part of this article surveys the extant Pali references to the
Vibhajjav!da and to Vibhajjav!din(s), references which show clearly
that the Pali !"k# writers know two distinct but related senses of the
word vibhajjav#din. Firstly, it is an epithet for the Buddha, derived
from passages in the Sutta-pi"aka, a usage which is found occasionally down to modern times. In another sense, it is a name of the followers of the Buddha and specifically for members of their own
school which they believed to most truly represent the undistorted
teaching of the founder. This second sense is first found in a late canonical passage and in the D"pava$sa, but continues to be used sporadically down to the thirteenth century, if not later.

ii. Inscriptional evidence confirms that the Vibhajjav!dins were part of
the Theriya tradition and links them to the Mah!vih!rav!sins and
probably to the ‘Tambapa##akas’.
iii. The relevant doxographic literature on the different schools shows
how the different schools are related to one another2.
iv. The tradition of the missionary activities connected with the early
Vibhajjav!dins is re-examined and it is suggested that we should
1

The first version of this paper was presented at the UKABS conference in
Bristol in June, 2000. Thanks are due to Rupert Gethin for some useful comments and suggestions.
2 On the Buddhist schools in general, see: Bareau 1955; Lamotte 1958; Shastri
1957/58; Wang 1994.
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take that much more literally than has been the case in the light of
the information we now have on the part played by Dhammagutta(ka)s/ Dharmaguptakas in the North-West.

Part One
Introduction
In the two previous articles 3 in this sequence concerning the ancient Buddhist schools I have referred to the Vibhajjav!dins/Vibhajyav!dins without spelling out in full why and how I use the
term. In this article I hope to remedy that omission and show that it
is the best, or at least the most practical, name for a major group
among the ancient Therav!dins/*Sthavirav!dins. Adherents of this
approach did not belong to either of the two groupings which we
can identify: (1) those adopting the system of sarvam asti which
eventually gave rise to the Sarv!stiv!da school of Abhidharma and
to more or less associated Vinaya systems; and (2) those espousing
the concept of the puggala which was a major component of the
systematic thought of another group of the later schools.
Vibhajjav!din is the historically correct term for a viewpoint
which was adopted by the common ancestors of four of the classical schools of the early centuries CE: the Dhammaguttikas, located
mainly in the North-West of the Indian subcontinent but spreading
along the Central Asian trade routes; the Kassapiyas, probably located in the same area; the Mahi$s!sakas, there and in parts of
mainland India; and the Tambapa##iyas, strongly established in
Ceylon but active also in the Andhra region and other parts of
South India and at some point spreading across South-East Asia.
The name Vibhajjav!din remains current during all or most of the
first half of the first millennium CE, but subsequently it gradually
falls into disuse; eventually it is doubtful how far ordinary follow3

Cousins 1991; Cousins 1995.
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ers of the separate schools would still have identified themselves as
Vibhajjav!din.
In what follows I present the evidence for this understanding
both of the term itself and of the history of these schools.
The origins of the name Vibhajjav!din
It has long been recognized that the ultimate origin of the word vibhajja-v#da lies in the Subha-sutta of the Majjhima-nik#ya (M II
196ff.) where the Buddha twice declares himself to be a vibhajjav#da on the question of the relative advantages of the household
life and that of the renunciant, not an ek’-a$sa-v#da as regards
this4. The discourse itself makes it clear that this means that it is
not a question of one lifestyle being unequivocally better, but
rather that it depends on the way in which that lifestyle is followed5. This is a similar notion to that found in the Vajjiyam#hitasutta of the A%guttara-nik#ya (A V 189f.) in which the gaha-pati
Vajjiyam!hita denies that the Buddha one-sidedly (ek’-a$sena)
criticizes all practitioners of asceticism (tapas), asserting rather
that he is a vibhajja-v#da, not an ek’-a$sa-v#da in this matter6.
In these passages the Buddha is a vibhajja-v#da in the sense that
he is ‘one who differentiates’ or responds critically. We should
note that he is never simply described as a vibhajja-v#da or vibhajja-v#din; it is always a question of being one who responds critically in a particular matter, as indicated by the pronoun ettha. In
fact, elsewhere and on other issues, the Buddha’s position is represented as unequivocal; so for example he does not take a critical
position on the question as to whether or not bad conduct of body,
4

On the Vibhajjav!dins see: La Vallée Poussin 1924, Vol I pp. LV–LVIII =
English translation: La Vallée Poussin 1988–90, Vol. I pp. 38–41; Prasad 1972;
Karunadasa 2000.
5 Different answers to the question ‘ki$-v#d"?’ applied to the Buddha are given
elsewhere. At A I 62, the answer is that he is both a kiriya-v#din and an akiriyav#din, i.e. effectively a vibhajja-v#din (Mp glosses: ki$-laddhiko); cf. M I 108f.;
III 138f.; S II 35; 35; 38; 41; III 6f.; Vin I 40f.
6 Some MSS read vibhajja-v#d" and ek’-a$sa-v#d".
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speech and mind should be performed. His position is unqualified:
they should not be performed. Similarly the opposite three types of
good conduct unequivocally should be performed7.
Although these are the only occurrences of the word vibhajjav#da in the Suttanta-pi"aka8, they are closely related to the slightly
more frequent list of the four types of questions (pañh&-vy#kara'a). Ek’-a$sa-vy#kara'"ya, and vibhajja-vy#kara'"ya are precisely two of the four ways in which a question can be correctly
answered9. It should be emphasized that the Buddha could not
have been referred to as a Vibhajjav!din on the basis of the canonical sources alone. (Arguably, there would in fact be some support in the Nik#yas for calling him an eka$sa-v#din. It is true that
this exact term is not found, but in the Po!!hap#da-sutta (D I 191)
we find the Buddha declaring that he has made known eka$sik#
teachings, namely the Four Noble Truths.) The adoption of the
epithet vibhajja-v#din actually requires some additional stimulus.
We find that in the arising of a specific school named Vibhajjav!dins.
The earlier Pali sources
1. The Cullavagga (Vin II 72)
Theoretically, the oldest surviving occurrence of Vibhajjav!da or
Vibhajjav!din as the name of a Buddhist school is found at the end
of the udd#na to a section of the Cullavagga. I.B. Horner translates
the passage in question as:
The recitation is for the maintenance of true Dhamma among the
teachers of the Vibhajja doctrines, and (sic)
7

A I 57f.; cp. A IV 143; 280.
But cf. A I 225: “Sabba$ nu kho, (nanda, s"la-bbata$ j"vita$ brahmacariya$ upa!!h#na-s#ra$ sa-phalan ti? “Na khv ettha, bhante, ek’-a$sen# ti.”
“Tena h’ (nanda, vibhajass) ti.”
9 D III 329; M III 208; A I 197; II 46; cf. Mil 144f.; Pe" 83; 95; 156; 165; 175;
180; 189; 230.
8
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who, dwellers in the Mah!vih!ra, illuminate Tambapa##id%pa10.

This conclusion must be an addition to the text, made either in
Ceylon or, less likely, in some area of the mainland under Sinhalese Buddhist influence. I would be inclined to render it simply:
This is the recitation for the preservation of the saddhamma of the
Mah!vih!rav!sin teachers who are Vibhajjav!dins and the bringers of
faith to the island of Ceylon.

Since there is no commentary on these two lines, there is no way of
being sure of the date, but it seems unlikely to be much after
Buddhaghosa at the latest and it could be a little earlier. So it is not
in fact quite certain that this mention is earlier than the next.
We should note in passing that the mention of d"pa may be either
to distinguish the name of the whole island from that of similarly
named districts in Ceylon and elsewhere or to distinguish references to the Tambapa##i school from references to the island.
2. The D"pava$sa
Three times the D"pava$sa refers to bhikkhus or bhikkhun"s who
are masters of the Vinaya of the Vibhajjav!da11. Two of the references are at the conclusion of a lineage of nuns, while the third
10

BD V p. 95. The text in Oldenberg’s edition reads:
#cariy#na$ vibhajja-pad#na$ Tambapa''i-d"pa-pas#dak#na$
Mah#vih#ra-v#s"na$ v#can# sad-dhamma-!!hitiy# ti.
It should be noted that it is based only upon his two Burmese MSS, as the single
Sinhalese MS available to him omitted the udd#nas. Oldenberg hesitantly suggests the reading Vibhajja-v#d#na$ for the text’s -pad#na$ and IBH cites this
reading from a Sinhalese edition. Ne 1956 cites Vibhajja-v#d"na$ from a Sinhalese edition. So Ce 1977. An old MS of the Cullavagga is preserved in Ceylon: Fernando 1982.
11 D%p XVIII 41; 44: (nuns) vibhajja-v#d*-vinaya-dhar# and XVIII 1: (monks)
vibhajja-v#d# vinaye. In the latter case Vibhajja-v#d# may mean: ‘followers of
the Vibhajjav!da’, but note the variant reading vibhajja-v#di in one MS. It
seems likely that the later unfamiliarity of the expression Vibhajjav#din Vinaya
has led to errors.
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probably originally concluded a lineage of monks 12. Since the specific context concerns nuns ordained on the island of Ceylon, the
expression can only refer to an ancestor of the Pali Vinaya which I
take to be the Vinaya as it was before the separation of the Ceylon
school from some of its mainland counterparts.
3. The Visuddhimagga and the Abhidhamma Commentary
In a passage13 which occurs in both the Visuddhimagga and in the
Abhidhamma Commentary we are told that one who comments [on
pa!iccasamupp#da] should do so only after joining the circle of the
Vibhajjav!din(s) (Vibhajja-v#di-ma'+ala$ otaritv#), without rejecting the teachers, neither departing from his own samaya nor
giving rise to another samaya. In the conclusion to the Visuddhimagga Buddhaghosa says that he wrote it at the request of
Sa$ghap!la, ‘a member of the lineage of the Mah!vih!rav!sins, illustrious Theriyas (i.e. followers of Therav!da), best of Vibhajjav!dins’. We shall return to this passage later. Likewise, at the conclusion of the Abhidhamma Commentary the author declares he
made that commentary ‘without departing from the doctrine of the
teachers who are pupils of the Vibhajjav!din(s)’ 14.
Earlier in the same commentary (Kv-a 180), while discussing
the Suññat#-kath# of the Kath#vatthu, it is suggested that a statement in Kv is made in order to establish the defect in an uncritical
position (avibhajja-v#d"-v#de). The point here is that the view that
suññat# is included in the fourth aggregate (presumably as a cittaviprayukta-sa$sk#ra) is attributed, correctly or not, to the Andhakas15, defined by the Abhidhamma Commentary itself as a col12

See Oldenberg 1879, p. 204n.
Vism 522; Vibh-a 130.
14 … y# a!!ha-kath# may# tassa #cariy#na$ v#da$ avih#ya Vibhajja-v#disiss#na$.
15 Kv-a 52: Andhak# n#ma Pubba-seliy#, Apara-seliy#, R#ja-giriy#, Siddh’atthik# ti ime pacch# uppanna-nik#y#; cp. Kv-anu" (Be 1960) 95: Andhak! ti
vutt# Pubba-seliya-Apara-seliya-R#jagirika-Siddhatthik# pi yebhuyyena Mah#sa%ghik# ev# ti vutta$.
13
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lective name for four later South Indian Mah!sa$ghika schools.
This is explained as the result of a failure to differentiate (avibhajitv#): emptiness which may, from one point of view, be considered as included in the fourth aggregate must be distinguished from
emptiness as referring to nibb#na (which is not included in the aggregates). Already we see the process well underway which leads
to the term Vibhajjav!din losing its specific reference to a group of
schools and becoming instead a term for orthodoxy. To see more
clearly how this occurs, we need to turn to another portion of the
Abhidhamma Commentary.
Moggalliputta Tissa and the Third Sa"gaha
At Kv-a 7 we find what may in fact be the oldest account of the socalled Third Council. Of course, the version in the D"pava$sa
which dates from the end of the reign of Mah!sena or soon thereafter, i.e. c. 300 CE16, is formally earlier. But it is clear that the
D"pava$sa is assembling information from several sources and
one of those sources must be the old (probably Sinha&a) commentary to the Kath#vatthu. Although the extant Pali Kv-a cites the
D"pava$sa, it is noticeable that it does not base its account of the
origin of the Kath#vatthu on the D"pava$sa, but must rather be
following its own main source. So it preserves in part an earlier
version17.
The Abhidhamma Commentary knows only of events occurring in
the Asok!r!ma. There is no suggestion of any kind of Council affecting all Buddhist schools. The problem is caused by an influx of
outsiders, attracted by the ease of obtaining almsfood in the popular and expanding Buddhist Sa'gha. These are identified, given
16

Following the chronology adopted here. By Geiger’s chronology, which rejects the C),ava$sa account of the reigns of the kings following Mah!sena, that
would be c. 350 CE.
17 Frauwallner 1994. Frauwallner, following Geiger, accepts on the rather late
evidence of Mhv-" that Mhv’s source for this is the old Vinaya Commentary.
Even if correct, this would merely mean that it had already been imported into
the old Vinaya Commentary from Abhidhamma commentaries of some kind.
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white clothing and expelled from the monastery. Given what we
are told in Asoka’s Schism Edict, we may assume that a similar
process of purification was carried out by Asoka’s ministers in
monastic centres across his realm, but the King himself would
naturally have participated only in the capital city. If there were
different Buddhist fraternities (nik#ya) at this time, and at least the
difference between the Vinaya traditions of Mah!sa$ghika and
Therav!da/Theriya is likely to be earlier than this date, then the
king would have taken no account of that. After the expulsion of
outsiders other monks are summoned18 and asked what was the
teaching (ki$-v#d"?) of the Buddha. They reply that he was a Vibhajjav!din and this is confirmed by Moggaliputta Tissa. The king
accepts this and departs. It is only at this point that Kv-a refers to
the composition of the Kath#vatthu and the third communal recitation (sa%g"ti).
The important thing to note here is that this story gains its effectiveness precisely from the double meaning of the word Vibhajjav!din. If I am right about this, it can only have been composed at a
time when the word was already known as the name of a school.
The whole point of the story is that no one can deny that the Buddha was a vibhajja-v#din, since he is at least sometimes so portrayed in the canonical texts. Nor of course is it surprising if a
leading figure of the Vibhajjav!din school asserts that he was a
Vibhajjav!din. None of this gives us any reason to suppose that the
Buddha would have been referred to in the third person as a vibhajja-v#din prior to the adoption of the word as the name of a school.
Vibhajjav!din in later Pali sources
It is clear that the original basis for the adoption of the name Vibhajjav!din (see below) becomes to a large extent forgotten, especially in later Pali sources. Once the original disputes in a specific
context had ceased to be of current interest, then attention would
18

This may be intended to indicate the summoning of monks from affiliated
monasteries i.e. from those belonging to the same nik#ya.
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naturally be drawn to the usage of vibhajja-v#da in the canonical
texts and its explanation would inevitably be based upon that.
Since that explanation is likely to have always been known and
could even have been part of the reason for the adoption of the
word as the name of a school in the first place, there would be little
to stand in the way of that kind of development.
That said, it must be remembered that the tradition never entirely
forgot that this was one name for itself, alongside various others. It
suffices to quote Kassapa, a thirteenth century Pali writer in the
Tamil country:
For this Vibhajjav!da is called the Doctrine of the Elders (Therav!da)
because it was guarded and handed down without adulteration by such
Elders as Mah!kassapa (i.e. in the first two communal recitations). 19

The Vinaya !"k# of Vajirabuddhi (Vjb), commenting on the story
of Moggaliputta Tissa, explains that [the Buddha] is the Vibhajjav!din because he speaks after having made distinctions and illustrates the point by referring to the very beginning of the Canon
where the Buddha responds to a series of criticisms by the brahmin
Verañja. On each occasion the Buddha indicates that there is one
way in which the criticism is valid, even although that is not what
the brahmin is referring to. So for example, accused of being an
annihilationist, the Buddha replies that there is one way in which
this is correct—he does speak of the annihilation of unskilful
dhammas. Vjb in fact goes on to expand the point by showing that
there are occasions when the Buddha says things which, taken uncritically, would seem to espouse various of the types of wrong
view. One example of Vajirabuddhi’s exegesis will suffice. The
Abhidhamma couplet: ‘conditioned dhammas, unconditioned (apVmv (Be ) 30 (to Sp I 52): Sabba" thera-v!dan ti dve sa%g"tiyo #ru,h# p#,i;
s# hi Mah#sa%ghikâdi-bhinna-laddhik#hi vivecetu$ ‘Therav#do’ ti vutt#. Ayañ
hi Vibhajja-v#do Mah#kassapa-ttherâd"hi asa%karato rakkhito #n"to c# ti
‘Therav#do’ ti vuccati. Sa-thera-v!dan ti pi likhanti. Tattha “A!!ha-kath#su
#gata-thera-v#da-sahita$ sâ!!ha-katha$ Ti-pi!aka-sa%gahita$ Buddhavacanan” ti #netv# yojetabba$. Also Vmv (Be ) 32; 117f.
19
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paccay#) dhammas’ could be taken as espousing the partial eternalism (ekacca-sassatika) view20.
A full exegetical explanation of the term Vibhajja-v#di-ma'+ala
is presented in the M)la!"k# and commented on by the Anu!"k#21.
Referring to the evidence of Moggaliputta Tissa’s reply to the Emperor Asoka, it states that the disciples of the Perfectly Awakened
One are Vibhajjav!dins because they speak after having made distinctions. So Vibhajja-v#di-ma'+ala is the circle i.e. the community (sam)ha) of the Vibhajjav!dins. An alternative explanation of
Vibhajja-v#di-ma'+ala as the circle, i.e. the entourage (paris#), of
the Vibhajjav!din (= the Buddha) is also given. This is closely
linked to the immediately following emphasis on not going outside
the standpoint of one’s own school (saka-samaya) and not introducing that of another school. The M)la!"k# and Anu!"k# give various examples which refer directly to the Sarv!stiv!din Abhidharma.
Part Two
The inscriptional evidence
Inscriptional evidence for the use of the term Vibhajjav!din is limited but crucial. In 1955–56, during the excavation of a monastic
site at N!g!rjunako#(a, a stone slab was discovered near the enVjb 27f. (to Sp I 61); cf. Sp-" (to Sp I 61): Vibhajitv# vadat" ti Vibhajja-v!d#,
“atthi khv esa br#hma'a pariy#yo” ti #din# (Vin III 2ff.). Api ca sassata-v#d"
ca Bhagav#: “atthi, bhikkhave, aj#ta$ abh)ta$ … asa%khatan” (It 37; cf. Ud
80) ti #di vacanato; ekacca-sassatiko ca: “sappaccay# dhamm#, appaccay#
dhamm#” ti (Dhs p. 2) vacanato. Vajirabuddhi goes on to cite a number of
passages in which the Buddha can be taken as espousing the following wrong
views: antânantika; amar#vikkhepika-pakkha; adhicca-samuppannika-pakkha;
saññ"-v#dâdi; uccheda-v#da; di!!ha-dhamma-nibb#na-v#da.
21 See Appendix A for the text and translation of these passages. The Buddha is
referred to as the Vibhajjav!din in a list of epithets at: Sadd I 74. Vibhajjav!da is
mentioned at: Sv-p" I 200; 454; Ps-p" II (Be ) 233.
20
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trance to the st)pa22. The slab contained a third century CE inscription (underneath an incised pair of feet with a bodhi tree in
railing to one side), referring to #cariyana$ Theriy#na$ Vibhajav#d#na$ Kasmira-Ga$dh#ra-Yavana-Vanav#sa-Ta$bapa$'idipa-pas#dakana$ Mah#vih#ra-v#sina$, i.e. ‘to the Theriya
teachers23, followers of the Vibhajjav!da, bringers of faith24 to the
Kashmir, Gandh!ra, Bactrian and Vanav!sa peoples and to the island of Ceylon, dwellers in the Mah!vih!ra’. It is clear that the
epithets are moving from the general to the particular—first the
Therav!din/ *Sthavirav!din25 half of the Sa'gha, then the Vibhajjav!din section of the Therav!dins, then mention of a particularly
22

Sircar and Lahiri 1960. According to Sircar and Lahiri, the characters are
similar to those of epigraphs of the reign of the Ik)v!ku king V%rapuru)adatta i.e.
middle of the third century.
23 For Theriya as equivalent to Therav!da/Therav!din, see the concluding
verses to Vism; Pj I 78 (cf. 98); Mhv III 40; V 1; and a number of times in the
C)lava$sa: XXXVIII 45; XLI 17; XLII 17; XLIII 30f.; XLVIII 68; LI 16; 61.
And for Theriya-v!da: XLII 8; XLIV 8; 80; XLVI 8. Also, the introduction to
Vin-vn-p" refers to Buddhadatta as Theriya-va$sa-d"pa and Sv-p" III 372 (vl.)
has: catu-mah#nik#yesu theriyen# ti attho ‘the meaning is: the Theriya among
the four chief nik#yas’.
24 Skilling 1993, p. 168 n.3 cites D%p VIII and Mhv XII 43. Other examples of
this usage of pas#d- (and pas"d-) are Sp I 65ff.; Ap I v. 437 (p. 36) etc.; Mil 14;
88 etc. and many related canonical passages. It does not refer to an initial conversion, but to any arousing of faith. See Vism 214: pa'+ita-vedan"yato
parikkhaka-jana-ppas#dakan ti s#ttha$, saddheyyato lokiya-jana-ppas#dakan ti
sabyañjana$ and the comment in Vism-mh". Walters renders it: ‘pleasers of Sri
Lanka’. I do not know why he says that ‘the term itself fell into utter disuse’.
See: Walters 1992, p. 316. It and related expressions are found in various later
texts, e.g. Up!s 138; Sp-" (Be ) I 332, etc.
25 Peter Skilling (Skilling 1993 p. 154 n.2) states that the term *Sthavirav!din is
not evidenced in the Sanskrit sources which generally use (*rya) Sthavira(nik!ya) i.e. Thera, but he cites BHSD for the only attested forms: Sth!vira- and
Sth!vir%ya-. Given the interchangability of Theriya and Therav!da in the Pali,
however, it seems likely that this would be a subsequent development. In general, a v-ddhi formation such as Sth!vira would be considered better style at a
later date.
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noteworthy feature of the Vibhajjav!dins and finally the name of
the particular branch of the Vibhajjav!dins to which they belong.
I take it that ‘Mah!vih!rav!sin’ here refers to the Mah!vih!rav!sins as the specific school centred on the Mah!vih!ra at Anur!dhapura. Although there are other mah#vih#ras, all references to
Mah!vih!rav!sins as such designate the school of the Great Monastery in Anur!dhapura and that must be so here, given that the
context is specifically nik#ya allegiance.
This inscription is closely related to another N!g!rjunako#(a inscription of similar date, an inscription which states that the female
lay disciple (uv#sik#) Bodhisiri constructed a cetiya hall in the
Cula-Dhammagiri-vih!ra (= C+&a-Dhammagiri-vih!ra) in the eastern part of Vijayapura at Siri-pavata (,r%-parvata), dedicated to
certain #car"yas (sic) 26. Some characters which probably specify
more about these teachers are missing, but we are then told that
they brought faith to the island of Ceylon and to eleven other
places, including the three mentioned in the inscription discussed
above. Then we learn that these teachers are T h e r i y # n a $
Ta$bapa<$>'ak#na$, i.e. Therav!dins of the Tambapa##aka
school. Bodhisiri mentions a previous donation at a Sinhalese
monastery (S%ha&a-vih!ra); so the presence of Sinhalese monks in
Andhra in the reign of M!thar%puta (or earlier) cannot be disputed.
Indeed, links with this region are clear enough from Pali literature,
since an Andhak’-a!!hakath# on the Vinaya was used by the author
of the Vinaya Commentary and some knowledge was available on
the views of the Andhakas27. The reference to a ‘Sinhalese mon-

26

EI XX 22f.
This has been much discussed and variously considered to have been the
work of Therav!dins living in the Andhra country or a commentary in the Andhra language. Either of these is possible. A third suggestion that it could be a
commentary of the Andhaka school is highly unlikely, since we know of the
term ‘Andhaka’ only as a collective designation in Kv-a for a group of schools.
See Karunaratne 1985 for an inscription which may possibly belong to the reign
of Kani""ha Tissa [167–186 CE] and may refer to a donation by this king (Ma,a27
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astery’, presumably the one where the shorter inscription is located, would seem to imply that in the present case the Tambapa##akas are not Sinhalese. This may be why they do not refer
to themselves as Mah!vih!rav!sins and probably means that the
Tambapa##akas (although originally deriving from Ceylon) had
been established in this area for some time.
A further inscription from Amar!vat% mentions an elder who is
Theriy#na Mah#vinayadharasa “a great Vinaya reciter of the
Theriyas”28. Moreover, there are a number of inscriptions which
mention Theras in a manner which could be intended to refer to the
Theriya school—there is no way of being quite sure in a given
case, although there can be little doubt that Theriyas are meant in
some instances 29.
It is likely that the name Tambapa''iya originally referred simply to monks living in the island of Taprobane. Later, around the
second or third centuries CE, when missionaries went out from
Ceylon into South India (and perhaps South-East Asia) they would
naturally be referred to as Tambapa''iyas. Then by extension the
name Tambapa''iya would be adopted by their disciples and so a
monastic fraternity known by that name would come into being on
the mainland30. Later this name (like Vibhajjav!din) tended to go
"sa-maharaji) to a vih!ra at ,r% Parvata (Sipavata-veherahi). (Sarma 1988 p. 15
comments.)
28 A seal from Rajghat is according to Agrawala evidence of the presence of “a
monastery of the Sthavirav!d% bhikshus”: JNSI XXIII p. 409 (Agrawala);
Thaplyal 1972 p. 214 & pl. XXIII,2.
29 e.g. an inscription at Gu#"upalle JESI V (1978) p. 51 (Sarma) (Therasa bhayat# Nadasa atev#sika S#n#dasa d#na$ Sov#[na$]) and some of the inscriptions at Kanheri: JESI V (1978) 110ff. (S. Gokhale).
30 For a more detailed discussion of the name Tambapa##iya in literary and
epigraphic sources, see my unpublished paper: “ Tambapa##iya and T!mra-!"iya”. The combined information makes it clear that the Tambapa##iyas
were Theriyas (i.e. Therav!dins), Vibhajjav!dins and some of them were Mah!vih!rav!sins. *Vasumitra does not know the Tambapa##iya either under that
name or under a name corresponding to T!mra-!"%ya. This may be because it
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out of use and was gradually replaced by Theriya and Therav!din
(no longer used by most other non-Mah!sa$ghika schools) or by
Mah!vih!rav!sin.
So far, the Pali evidence by itself suggests that the Ceylon
school knew that the name ‘Vibhajjav!din’ referred to the tradition
to which it belonged. Although by itself this is perhaps not decisive, when the epigraphic evidence from the mainland is compared
with the textual passages, it is conclusive. We have already seen
the inscription from N!g!rjunako#(a. That inscription already
demonstrates that the Mah!vih!rav!sins were Theriyas and Vibhajjav!dins. It can be compared directly with the conclusion to
Buddhaghosa’s Visuddhimagga cited above.
The inscription (in a form of Middle Indian relatively close to
Pali) reads:
sidha$ #cariyana$ theriy#na$ vibhajav#d#na$ kasmiraga$dh#rayavanavanav#sata$bapa$nidipapas#dakana$ | mah#vih#rav#sina$
navagasathusasanaathavyajanavinichayavisaradana$ ariyavasapavenidharana$ | vih#re bhagavato p#dasa$gh#+#|ni|pati!hapito savasat#na$ hitasukhathan#ya31 ti. |

In the later standard Pali orthography:
Siddha$! (cariy#na$ Theriy!na" Vibhajja-v!d!na" KasmiraGandh#ra-Yavana-Vanav#sa-Ta$bapa''i-d"pa-pas#dak#na$ Mah!vih!ra-v!s#na" nava%ga32-Satthu-s#sana-attha-vyañjana-vinicchayavis#rad#na$ ariya-va$sa-pave'i-dh&r#na$ vih#re Bhagavato p#dasa$gh#!#ni pati!!hapit# sabba-satt#na$ hita-sukh’-atthan#y# ti.

had not yet been realized in Kashmir or neighbouring parts that the Ceylon
school had become a separate branch.
31 This has to be fem. instr. sing. of athan# < arthan#. Similar expressions are
found in other epigraph(s). As is common with inscriptions of this period, the
writing of long vowels is erratic.
32 or navaka-.
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“Success! Decorative slabs33 of the feet of the Lord have been established with a request for the welfare and happiness of all beings in the
monastery of the teachers of the Theriya school, the Vibhajjav#das
who were bringers of faith to Kashmir, Gandh!ra, Bactria, Vanav!sa
and the island of Ceylon, the Mah#vih#rav#sins who are skilled in
defining both the letter and the spirit of the ninefold teaching of the
Master and keepers of the line [of practice] of the four ariyava$sa.”34

Here is the conclusion to the Visuddhimagga (Vism 711f.):
Vibhajja-v!di-se$$h!na" Theriy!na" yasassina",
Mah!vih!ra-v!s#na" va"sa-jassa vibh#vino,
Bhadanta-Sa%ghap#lassa suci-sallekha-vuttino,
Vinayâc#ra-yuttassa, yuttassa pa!ipattiya$,
khanti-soracca-mettâdi-gu'a-bhusita-cetaso,
ajjhesana$ gahetv#na, karontena ima$ may#
saddhamma-!!hiti-k#mena, yo patto puñña-sañcayo
tassa tejena sabbe pi sukham edhantu p#'ino.
“After being requested [to write the Visuddhimagga] by the insightful
Venerable Sa$ghap!la, of pure and simple lifestyle, skilled in behaviour according to Vinaya, dedicated to practice, his mind adorned with
such qualities as endurance, gentleness and loving-kindness, a member of the lineage of the Mah#vih#rav#sins, illustrious Theriyas,
best of Vibhajjav#dins, I did this, desiring that the saddhamma
should last—by the power of the heap of puñña I have obtained, may
all living beings gain happiness.”

I have highlighted the close similarity of phrasing in the two
sources by bold-facing the parallel terms. There seems no doubt
that for Buddhaghosa and for the author of this inscription in the
third century CE the Mah!vih!rav!sins were Vibhajjav!dins. This
33

According to Sircar, the intended reading is either sa$gh#+# nipati!hapit# or
sa$gh#+o nipati!hapito.
34 Mhv XXXVI 38 confirms emphasis on this practice in Ceylon in the reign of
Voh!rika-Tissa (third century CE) while the large number of mentions of it in
post-canonical works shows that it maintained its importance in subsequent tradition.
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connects directly with the evidence of the literature on the different
Buddhist schools.
Part Three
The literature on the Eighteen Schools
In his long chapter on the Buddhist schools, Étienne Lamotte states
that he aims merely to set out the state of the sources, ‘without
complicating further a matter that is already complicated
enough’35. This is probably intended as a criticism of Bareau’s
claim to have reconstructed the actual affiliation of the schools.
His own account is a very useful collection of material, but it does
to my mind tend to confuse by setting out many different accounts,
as if they are all independent sources of evidence of equal value. In
essence, as we shall see, Bareau’s claim must be correct.
1. *Vasumitra
The work on the schools attributed to a *Vasumitra is of uncertain
date but cannot be later than the early fourth century CE nor probably earlier than the first century. On the whole a third century date
seems reasonable. It was certainly the work of a Sarv!stiv!din of
the North-West and it is likely that he was an adherent of the Mah!y!na. At all events, this is explicitly stated in a verse found in
the later translations, beginning with Param!rtha: “Le grand
Bodhisattva Vasumitra, … vrai moine de la race des .#kya ….”36
More importantly, the preceding verse (which is in all translations)
35

Lamotte 1988, p. 529.
Bareau 1954, p. 235. If the Chinese is rendering .#kya-bhik/u here, it would
be taken by Schopen (in inscriptions) to indicate specifically a Mah!y!nist. But
see my forthcoming article: “S!kiya-bhikkhu” (to appear in Nagoya Studies in
Indian Culture and Buddhism 23). In this I show that the term .#kya(-bhik/u)
simply indicates Buddhists or Buddhist monks in general. In any case, the reference to *Vasumitra as a bodhisattva is sufficient to show that he was considered
to be a Mah!y!nist by the later tradition.
36
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makes clear *Vasumitra’s agenda. In Bareau’s French translation:
“En s’appuyant sur leurs propres traditions, on expose ces opinions afin que l’on s’en dégoûte.” The objective then is to set out
the opinions of the various schools, based upon their own (gamas,
so that people will reject them.
This means that we must suspect that part of *Vasumitra’s objective is to present Mainstream Buddhism as divided, disputatious
and dogmatic. It could then be contrasted with (early) Mah!y!na,
which was put forward as a non-sectarian movement, focussing on
the more profound aspects of the truth. Obviously, others would
see things differently. But the important thing to note here is what
it tells us about *Vasumitra’s likely bias. It has of course been
widely recognized that this treatise gives undue prominence to the
Sarv!stiv!dins and to the traditions of the North-West. But we
need also to note that it is intentionally exaggerating the degree of
difference among the various schools and probably their number.
*Vasumitra has chosen to present the early schools as eighteen.
It is likely that this number is both too large and also too small. On
the one hand, *Vasumitra has struggled to find eighteen major
schools. On the other, it is likely that the Buddhist Sa'gha had little central organization in the early period and there must have
been large numbers of effectively independent local groupings of
monks and monasteries37. No doubt such effective devolution of
authority was a major reason for its early success. But for our purposes it is the somewhat later situation when various larger-scale
schools have arisen that is more relevant. Here we can note that the
number eighteen is certainly adopted for symbolic and mnemonic
reasons, as was pointed out already in 1903 by Hendrik Kern38. In
a number of cases the name of a school which divides is retained
together with the names of the schools into which it divided. More
probably, in some of these cases, when school A divides into
school B and school C, only the two schools B and C continue to
exist and both consider themselves to be school A. The literature
37
38

See also: Bechert 1993, p. 12.
Kern 1901, vol. II 1903, p. 481; Obeyesekere 1991.
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tends to count this as three schools rather than two. Looking at it
from an historical perspective, this is not entirely wrong. But there
would never have been more than the two schools at one time.
So the eight Mah!sa$ghika schools mentioned by *Vasumitra
may in fact be only four or five, the five Pudgalav!din schools may
have been only three or four and others in the list of eighteen are
suspect39. On the minimalist interpretation, then, only eleven of the
eighteen can have been simultaneously in existence as distinct
major schools of any kind in the early centuries CE. Moreover,
there is no reason to suppose that these schools were evenly spread
across the whole of the subcontinent. For that we need to turn
again to the inscriptional evidence.
2. Inscriptional references to the schools
Lamotte states:
The inscriptions in Kharo)"h% and Brahm% show that, in the first two
centuries of the Christian era, most of the H%nay!nist sects were disseminated throughout India40.

This is simply contrary to the data he earlier presents (p. 523ff.).
Eight of the nineteen names of schools given in *Vasumitra are not
found in the list of inscriptions he gives, although a few additions
can now be made to the list. Relatively few can be shown by inscriptions alone to have existed in more than one region.
We do, however, have a rather good idea of what must have
been the situation in most of the territories ruled by the Ku)!nas.
The earlier Chinese sources frequently refer to five schools. It is
true that there is some variation in the list, but it virtually always
names the Sarv!stiv!dins, *Dharmaguptakas, Mah%-!sakas and the
*K!-yap%yas. The variation is over whether to include Mah!39

See Cousins 1991, pp. 48–50; Cousins 1994, p. 29, n. 12. In particular, the
*Sa$kr!ntiv!dins are a very obscure early Sarv!stiv!din branch included to
make up the numbers; they do not appear to be mentioned in any source not dependent on Vasumitra’s treatise.
40 Lamotte 1988, p. 547 = Lamotte 1958, p. 604 “disséminées par toute l’Inde.”
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sa$ghikas or V!ts%putr%yas, but part of the reason for this variation
can be deduced. Sometimes the intention is to refer to five related
recensions of a single Vinaya and the Mah!sa$ghikas must be excluded. Most often, however, the intention is to refer to the five
main schools present in the North-West, in which case the
V!ts%putr%yas should be omitted, at least for the early period.
All the four names which do not usually vary are mentioned in a
number of inscriptions from the North-West and as far east as
Mathur!41. The V!ts%putr%yas are only cited in one inscription from
this area. (Strictly, it is the S!mit%yas who are mentioned in a second century inscription from Mathur!, but they refer to themselves
as V!ts%putr.kas in an early Gupta inscription from Sarnath.) The
situation is slightly more complicated for the Mah!sa$ghikas,
since there are a number of inscriptions which mention the Mah!sa$ghikas in general, but also one or two apparently mentioning
specific branches of that tradition 42. It might then be the case that
our list of five schools has a Sthavira bias, but it is equally possible
that only one Mah!sa$ghika school was of importance in the region—presumably the Lokottarav!dins.
Contrast this with another region for which we have some evidence—the area of present-day Andhra Pradesh. Of the five
41

To be precise, the Dhammaguttiyas are not recorded in inscriptions outside of
the area of present-day Pakistan and Afghanistan except at Mathur! in Ku)!#a
times. The home territory of the Kassapiyas may also have been the North-West.
Epigraphic evidence again places them in Pakistan and Afghanistan. The inscription at Karl% which refers to an up!saka as ‘Sovasaka’ is unlikely to be
anything to do with the Suvar)akas. (The donor may in fact be from the NorthWest.) The reference to the ‘Ka--apiya Araha$tas’ in an earlier cave inscription
from Pabhos! is probably Jain. According to T!ran!tha the K!-yap%yas had disappeared by the seventh century. Hsüan-tsang could only obtain their Vinaya in
the Swat valley.
42 Bah[u)uti]aka at P!l!"+ /her% ( Konow p. 122); Kakatika (probably for Kukutika = Gokulika/Kukku"ika) at Mathur!. Since the former of these is said to have
arisen from the latter, we cannot be sure that these are not references to the same
school. The reading Bahu)utiaka is doubtful and in any case may simply be an
epithet: ‘the learned Ka-yaviya monks’.
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schools so important in inscriptions from the Ku)!na region, the
Sarv!stiv!dins, *Dharmaguptakas and *K!-yap%yas are completely
unknown. The Mah!sa$ghikas in Andhra are probably of a different school. So, of the five, only Mah%-!sakas are attested here.
V!ts%putr%yas too are not mentioned.
In fact, on the basis of the inscriptions from Amar!vat% and
N!g!rjunako#(a we can draw up a new list of at most seven
schools: Aparaseliyas, Pubbaseliyas, R!jagiri(ka)s, Siddhatthakas,
Bahusut%yas, Mah%-!sakas and Tambapa##akas. This would give
five branches of the Mah!sa$ghika school and two branches of the
Vibhajjav!din group, but there are problems with some of these, as
we shall see. There is no epigraphic evidence for the existence of
Sarv!stiv!dins or Pudgalav!dins here or south of here. In fact, to
the south of the ,!tav!hana region there is no epigraphic evidence
for the presence of any school other than the Ceylon school, although it is obviously likely that the various Mah!sa$ghika
schools of the ,!tav!hana region had penetrated further south.
Further north in the cave inscriptions of western India we find a
different set of five or six schools: Aparaseliyas, Cetiyas, Bahusut%yas, Dhammuttar%yas and Bhadr!yan%yas43. Interestingly, the
southern Tambapa##akas do not appear, whereas two of the western Pudgalav!din schools are now found. Again, the five major
schools of the North-West are absent or poorly represented: no inscriptions of Sarv!stiv!dins, *Dharmaguptakas or Mah%-!sakas.
There is probably no mention of the K!-yap%yas; there may be no
mention of Lokottarav!dins, unless they appear as simple Mah!sa$ghikas44. For other parts of India we largely lack inscriptional
evidence of schools, other than at the major pilgrimage sites in the
homeland of Buddhism. But inscriptions there cannot be used as
43

I exclude the Hemavatas from consideration here, since their inscriptions are
found at a much earlier date. A solitary reference to Mah!sa$ghikas at Karl%
may be to one of these schools i.e. Aparaseliyas, Cetiyas or Bahusut%yas.
44 If the Mah!sa$ghikas of the North-West are in fact the Lokottarav!dins, that
particular school might not have been present either here or in the adjacent
,!tav!hana region.
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evidence for the presence of a given school in M!gadha as a
whole. Nor do we know what schools might have predominated in
Orissa or Bengal to the East, nor in Sindh to the west. Most probably, however, had we evidence for the latter area we would find
around six schools, the majority of whom would be Pudgalav!dins.
The pattern that is to be expected for most of India in the early
centuries CE is then one in which in most localities there would be
two or three related major schools and perhaps two or three other
schools with a significant presence. Whether there would also have
been a smaller presence still of a number of other schools, not evidenced in the inscriptions or the reports of the Chinese pilgrims, is
another matter and one which it is impossible for us to assess at
present. No doubt too, there would have been many individual
wanderers of an ascetic bent.
3. The lists deriving from Vasumitra
Étienne Lamotte very conveniently sets out under the heading of
‘lists with two divisions’ some seven different sources (p. 529ff.).
This material can, however, be misleading, if it is not realized that
five of these are simply versions derived from the sixth—the treatise of Vasumitra (given second) 45. What is interesting about these
later versions is the changes which they have made and the reasons
for them.
Probably the most interesting of all, from this point of view, is
the Pali version. Erich Frauwallner has presented evidence that the
account of the formation of the eighteen schools in the D"pava$sa
does not derive from the old commentarial tradition of the Mah!vih!ra and may in fact be from an Abhayagiri source, significant no
doubt in the light of that monastery’s tendency towards the Mah!y!na46. In any case, there can be no doubt that it derives ultimately
from Vasumitra’s treatise.
45

See Table A, p. 152 for comparison of the non-Mah!sa$ghika schools. (That
of T!ran!tha is omitted, as it is based on Bhavya I.)
46 Frauwallner 1994, p. 24. However, the initial version given at Kv-a 2–3 may
not derive from D%p.
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TABLE A: *VASUMITRA’S LIST
D!p V 39ff.; / Kv-a 3

*Vasumitra

*Bhavya (List I)

1. Theravåda

2. (also *Haimavata)

1. (also *Haimavata)

*Mañju!r"parip#cch$
T.468
2. *Haimavata

2. Mahiµsåsakå (v.l. Mahi-)

8.

7.

8.

2.

3. Vajjiputtakå/Vacchi-

3.

3.

3.

5.

4. Dhammuttarikå/°uttariyå

4.

4.

4.

6.

5. Bhaddayånikå

5.

5.

5.

7.

7.

9.

6.

8.

1.

1.

9.

3.

10.

4. *Suvar∑as

6. Chandagårikå/Channågår- 7.
7. Sammit¥/Såmitiyå

6.

8. Sabbatthavådå/Sabbatthi-

1.

9. Dhammaguttå/°ikå

9.

6. (also *Abantaka/
*Kurukula)
2. (also *Vibhajyavådin,
*Hetuvådin, ?Muruˆ†aka)
8.

10. Kassapikå/Kassapiyå

10. (also *Suvar∑aka)

9. (also *Dharmasuvar∑aka)

*%$riputraparip#cch$
T.1465

10. *Kåßyap¥yas
11. Saµkantikå

11.

10. (also *Uttar¥ya)

11. *Sautråntikas

12. Suttavådå/Suttavåd¥
[Mahåsaµghika 5+1]

12.
11.

[Mahåsaµghika 7+1]

[Mahåsaµghika 7+1]

[Mahåsaµghika 7+1]

[Mahåsaµghika 8+1]
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Presented with that treatise, the monks of Ceylon (or monks of
any tradition located in the south) would have a number of immediate problems:
(i) It would have been obvious that something was wrong with
the account of the Mah!sa$ghikas, since some well-known
schools from the Andhra region (notably the R!jagirikas and
Siddhatthikas) appeared to be missing in an account probably created far away in the North-West. This problem was largely solved
by adding a supplementary list of six schools which are supposed
to have arisen later than the initial eighteen47.
(ii) There is no apparent mention of the Ceylon school and the
Sarv!stiv!dins are treated as effectively the original Sthaviras.
Since the Ceylon monks were confident of their own lineage as an
authentic presentation of the original teachings, they responded by
placing their own tradition at the head of the Sthaviras as the root.
(iii) It is probable that they preserved some memory of their own
closeness to the Mahi$s!sakas and knew that their own tradition
had separated from that school. So they exchanged the Mahi$s!sakas with the Sarv!stiv!dins so as to make the former school
the origin of the other branches of the Sthavira tradition. This has
the result of separating the Mahi$s!sakas from the Dhammaguttas
and Kassap%yas, although practically every other source we have
groups those three schools together48. But this might not have ap
47

D%p V 54: Hemavatik# R#jagirik# Siddhath# Pubbâpara-selik#, | A p a r o
R#jagiriko cha!!h# uppann# apar#par#. || (but read Aparo V#jiriyo); Kv-a 5:
Aparâpara$ pana Hemavatik#, R#jagirik#, Siddhatthik#, Pubba-seliy#, Aparaseliy#, V#jiriy# ti aññe pi cha #cariya-v#d# uppann#; Mhv V 12–13:
Hem[av]at# R#jagiriy#, tath# Siddhatthik# pi ca | Pubba-seliya-bhikkh) ca,
tath# Aparaseliy# || V#jiriy# cha etehi, Jambud"pamhi bhinnak# | Dhamma-ruci
ca S#galiy#, La$k#-d"pamhi bhinnak#. || The R!jagirikas and Siddhatthikas are
mentioned together in Kv-a nine times; the R!jagirikas also twice alone. Neither
of these (nor the Mah!sa$ghikas as a group) are found with etarahi. No views
are ever ascribed to the V!jiriyas or Hemavatikas.
48 See Table B, p. 154.
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TABLE B: THE VIBHAJJAVÓDIN SCHOOLS IN LISTS DERIVED FROM *VASUMITRA
D¥p V 39ff.; / Kv-a 3

*Vasumitra

*Bhavya (List I)

1. Theravåda

2. (also *Haimavata)

1. (also *Haimavata)

*Mañjußr¥parip®cchå
T.468
2. *Haimavata

2. Mahiµsåsakå (vl Mahi-)

3.

3.

3.

2.

3. Sabbatthavådå/Sabbatthi-

1.

1.

1.

4. Dhammaguttå/°ikå

4.

2. (also *Vibhajyavådin/
*Hetuvådin/ ?Muruˆ†aka)
4.

4.

3.

5. Kassapikå/Kassapiyå

5. (also *Suvar∑aka)

5. (also *Dharmasuvar∑aka)

5.

4. *Suvarßas
5. *Kåßyap¥yas

6. Saµkantikå

6.

6. (also *Uttar¥ya)

6. *Sautråntikas

6.

7. Suttavådå/Suttavåd¥

*Íåriputraparip®cchå
T.1465

7.

[Pudgalavådin 5]

[Pudgalavådin 5]

[Pudgalavådin 4]

[Mahåsaµghika 5+1]

[Mahåsaµghika 8+1] [Mahåsaµghika 7+1]

[Pudgalavådin 5]

[Pudgalavådin 5]

[Mahåsaµghika 7+1]

[Mahåsaµghika 8+1]
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peared problematic at this time in Ceylon where the Dhammaguttas and Kassap%yas of the North-West appear almost unknown.
Notably, only one view is attributed in the Kath#vatthu Commentary to the latter and none at all to the former 49. Alternatively, and
perhaps more probably, the list or one of its sources is actually derived from the mainland Mahi$s!sakas. In that case some of these
changes might already have been made before the list reached the
island.
(iv) The author of the old version of the Abhidhamma Commentary which must be the immediate source for this material had
an additional and, I believe, crucial problem. Since he wishes to
present a list of Buddhist schools in the context of the introduction
to the Kath#vatthu, whose promulgation he placed in the reign of
Asoka Moriya, the list he has received will not do. It contains two
schools which were believed to be post-Asokan: the Pubbaseliyas
and Aparaseliyas. He again solves this problem by using the supplementary list 50. This would now have left him short of the
obligatory eighteen, if it had not been for the fact that he has
changed the list from one in which there are eighteen schools in
two divisions i.e. a total of twenty names to one in which the two
roots are counted as part of the eighteen. Even so, the Suttav!das
(otherwise mentioned only in the *.#riputraparip-cch# list) may
be a kind of invention to fill out the number.
4. *Bhavya
The only truly useful extant textual source of information which is
independent of *Vasumitra is contained in the *Tarkajv#l#, a treatise attributed to *Bhavya or *Bh!(va)viveka, preserved only in
Tibetan. The date of this work is not certain, since it is unlikely to
49

Earlier source material for Kv-a would not have mentioned them because at
that time they would not have been seen as a different school to the originators
of that material. Later material has probably not been added because little was
subsequently known in the South about their later views.
50 See Table C, p. 156.
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TABLE C: THE MAHÓSA»GHIKA SCHOOLS COMPARED
D¥p V 39ff.; / Kv-a 3

*Vasumitra

1.Mahåsa∫g¥tikå/Mahåsa∫ghikå

1.

2. Gokulikå

4.

*Bhavya (Lists I/III)
1.

*Mañjußr¥parip®cchå *Íåriputraparip®cchå
T. 468
T.1465
0.
0
3.

3.

3. *Lokottaravådin

3.

2.

2.

3. Ekabbohårå/°¥/°ikå

2.

2.

1.

1.

4. Paˆˆatti(vådå)

6.

5.

5. Bahussutikå/°akå or
B¡huliyå/°ikå

5. 1

4.

4.

4.

6. Cetiyå/Cetiyavådå

7.

6.

5.

7.

22. Pubbaseliyå

9. *Uttaraßaila

7.

6.

6. *Mahådeva

23. Aparaseliyå

8.

8.

7. *Uttaraßaila

8. *Uttaraßaila

20. Råjagirikå/°iyå
21. Siddhatthikå
1 Omitted

in the earliest translation.

5.
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be the work of the Bh!vaviveka who lived in the sixth century51.
Most probably it belongs to the period between the seventh and
tenth century, but in any case the information it contains must be
relatively early. It shows no trace of the later organization into the
four mah#-nik#yas or #rya-nik#yas and does not know the three
Sinhalese schools.
In fact, *Bhavya gives three lists, but the first of these is a simple reproduction of *Vasumitra. The third list is given together
with details as to the views of the different schools. We may suppose that this final section of the *Tarka-jv#l# has been taken verbatim from an earlier source. That source must have been one of
the Pudgalav!din schools because both the introduction and the
last portion show substantive knowledge of the Pudgalav!din tradition as a whole, but it is clear that independent information on
the non-S!mit%ya branches is distinctly lacking. Nevertheless, what
is said on the Pudgalav!dins is quite independent of *Vasumitra or
indeed any other non-Pudgalav!din source known to us. Tibetan
writers do in fact attribute this list to the S!mit%yas, but this could
derive from a source which uses ‘S!mit%ya’ as a generic name for
the Pudgalav!din group of schools. It is also possible that the origin has been inferred from the contents.
The rest of the information in List Three is obtained by combining the information from *Vasumitra in List One with the information in List Two52. In effect then the author i.e. a Pudgalav!din prior to *Bhavya has utilized two lists from elsewhere to
make a better version, adding in information, already known to
him, about the Pudgalav!dins. It is clear that this author does not
know the three Ceylon schools, at least two of which were certainly well-known by the seventh century53. So, whatever the date
51

Ruegg 1990.
See Table D, p. 159.
53 I tsing at the end of the seventh century already tells us that there were three
branches of the ‘*ryasthaviranik!ya’ and these can only be the three Ceylon
schools we find in later Sarv!stiv!din sources (Lamotte 1988, p. 545). Hsüan52
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of the *Tarkajv#l# in general, the source(s) for this section must
date from somewhere in the period between the third and the sixth
century, most probably towards the middle of that range54.
What follows from this is that List Two predates the creation of
the S!mit%ya account. It must then at least precede the sixth century
CE and is probably earlier than the fifth century CE. Therefore it is
a relatively early account which is independent in important respects from *Vasumitra. What is significant about this version is
that it emphasizes the separateness of the Vibhajjav!dins; they are
treated as one of three roots with the Theriyas and the Mah!sa$ghikas. So where did this list come from? T!ran!tha believed it
to be of Mah!sa$ghika origin, but he is certainly wrong about that.
The reason that he or his sources thought so is quite clear. The enlarged list of Mah!sa$ghika schools it contains gives just that impression, but it is a false impression. As soon as it is compared
with the additional six schools mentioned in the Pali tradition, it is
obvious that the two are related.
The exact form of the relationship cannot be determined and it
may well be that both derive from some common source. But what
is clear is that *Bhavya’s List Two is a mainland Vibhajjav!din account of some kind. Its distinctive account of the four Vibhajjav!din schools must then be their self-perception i.e. they (or at
least some of them) saw themselves as a distinct set of four,
closely related to one another. That relationship could in principle
lie in Vinaya, in Abhidhamma or in both. Studies of the translations of the Mah%-!saka and Dharmaguptaka Vinayas preserved in
Chinese translation do seem to support a close relationship between them and the Pali Vinaya-pi"aka. A similar doctrinal relationship would be confirmed if it could be shown that the .#riputrâbhidharma-0#stra is a work of one or more of these schools, as
indeed has been the view of most scholars.
tsang evidences rather an earlier situation when the Jetavan%yas are not yet
widely known outside Ceylon.
54 It exists also as an independent treatise in Tibetan; see the French translation:
Bareau 1956.
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TABLE D: *BHAVYA’S SECOND AND THIRD LISTS
D¥p V 39ff.; / Kv-a 3

*Vasumitra

*Bhavya (List II)

*Bhavya (List III)

3. Sabbatthavådå/Sabbatthi-

1.

1.

2.

1. Theravåda

2. (also *Haimavata)

0. *Sthavira & Vibhajyavådin 0. *PËrvasthavira
1. *Haimavata

2. Mahiµsåsakå (v.l. Mahi-)

3.

3.

3.

4. Dhammaguttå/°ikå

4.

5.

4.

5. Kassapikå/Kassapiyå

5. (also *Suvar∑aka)

4.

6.

6. *Tåmraßå†¥ya/°parˆ¥ya

5.

11. Saµkantikå

6.

7.

[Pudgalavådins 5]

[Pudgalavådins 5]

[Pudgalavådins 4+1]

[Pudgalavådins 3 or 4+1]

[Mahåsaµghikas 5+1]

[Mahåsaµghikas 8+1]

[Mahåsaµghikas 8+0]

[Mahåsaµghikas 8+0]

List III is certainly a Såmit¥ya production, as it is integral with the main
account. It’s account of the Mahåsaµghikas is identical to List I i.e. it is
based upon sources closely related to *Vasumitra. Its description of the
Såmit¥yas is independent of other sources, no doubt because it is the only
Pudgalavådin source we have. It is unclear from it whether there were 3, 4 or
5 Pudgalavådin schools, but 4 is most probable.
List II is Mahåsaµghika in origin, according to Tåranåtha. He, or his
sources, have inferred that from the number of Mahåsaµghika schools

whose names do not occur in *Vasumitra. But in fact this is an error. The list
is closely related to the list in the D¥pavaµsa. In particular we should note
that of the 6 ‘later’ schools mentioned in D¥p and the Abhidhamma
Commentary, 5 are given. The only omission is the Våjiriyas who are quite
aberrant — not known from any non-Theravådin source and the original
verse in D¥p is corrupt. Their views are never given in Kv-a. They are
invented to make the number up to 6. (This could possibly be an oblique
reference to Mahåyåna; cf. Vetull(ak)å, Mahåsuññatåvådas in Kv-a.)
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Particularly significant here is perhaps the mention of the
R!jagiriyas and Siddhatthikas. Inscriptional evidence for these
schools is at best doubtful 55 Since they are unknown in any other
list, it seems likely that they derive in fact from the Kath#vatthu
Commentary where their views are mentioned a number of times.
This might mean that List Two has been influenced by the D"pava$sa or a similar Pali source, but not necessarily. The source
could also be an earlier recension belonging to a mainland Vibhajjav!din group of some of the material in the Kath#vatthu Commentary.
Suffice to say, the evidence from the inscriptions at N!g!rjunako#(a, from various Pali sources and from the doxographical
writer whose material has been utilized in *Bhavya combines to
present a single and convincing picture of a group of several related Vibhajjav!da schools. To add to that, there is one further aspect to be taken into account from the same inscriptional and textual sources. I turn now to the issue of the ‘so-called missions’.
Part Four
The spread of the teaching
Older scholarship interpreted the well-known Pali accounts of the
missions inspired by Moggaliputta Tissa in the reign of Asoka in
the light of the Emperor’s own inscriptions and essentially took
them relatively literally. Doubts eventually arose and more recently workers in this field have sharply distinguished the activities
of the Emperor evidenced in the inscriptions from those described
in the Pali accounts. Alongside this has come a general tendency in
Buddhological scholarship to turn more and more to evidence pre55

See Kieffer-Pulz 2000, p. 295, n. 53. The Siddh!rthas are mentioned in a surviving Sanskrit Vinaya commentary: Sanghasena 1968, p. 76. (The editor believed this to be Mah!sa$ghika, but that is doubtful.) No views of theirs are
referred to as etarahi ‘nowadays’ which suggests that the mentions of them were
embedded in earlier recensions of the Kath#vatthu commentary.
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served in Chinese and Tibetan translation, alongside a gradually
growing body of material in Sanskrit and various Prakrit dialects.
This was in part no doubt a justified reaction to a one-sided and
over-simplified understanding of Buddhist history, but like most
such scholarly reactions it has probably gone too far. Indeed, we
now see a tendency to rely on Sarv!stiv!din source-material in just
as uncritical a manner as the way in which people used sometimes
to rely on Therav!din sources.
This is particularly true in the matter of the missions. It is perhaps unfortunate that the discovery of important inscriptional evidence in the 1950s came at a point when this over-reaction was
well under way. It has to my mind, prevented a proper evaluation
of this evidence56. So I will now examine that.
If the material available is set out in tabular form, some things
are rather clear57. The second inscription from N!g!rjunako#(a
sets out the essence of this. In the first place we have three places
in the North-West—Kashmir, Gandh!ra and ‘Bactria’. These
names collectively designate territories of varying extent which in
the centuries after the end of Mauryan rule were ruled by a number
of different invading dynasties: Greeks from Bactria, K)atrapas
and Ku)!#as. All the lists of missions begin with Kashmir and/or
Gandh!ra and this must be because of the prominence in subsequent Buddhist history of this region. Indeed the Mah#va$sa
comments (in Geiger’s translation, p. 84): “Since then Kasm%ra and
Gandh!ra shine with yellow robes and prize above all the three
things.” With these three places we should probably include the
mentions of C%na-Cil!ta58 and of H%mavanta59, although it is less
certain exactly what is meant here.
56

But see now: Willis 2001. This arrived too late to be taken into account here.
See Table E, p. 162.
58 cf. Mil 121; 331; 359; Ap II 358f.
59 Vjb 28: Mahi"saka-ma%&ala" Andha-ra!!han ti vadanti … Pañca pi
ra$$h!ni pañca C"na-ra!!h#ni n#ma. This takes the reference as to the transHimalayan countries, including China.
57
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TABLE E: THE MISSIONS
Någårjunakoˆ∂a A Någårjunakoˆ∂a B MahåthËpa

(D¥p XIX 5ff.; Mhv XXIX)

Missions

Missions

(D¥p VIII)

(Sp I 63f. & Chin. Trsl.; cf. Mhv XII)

Kasmira

Kasmira

Kasmiramaˆ∂ala

Gaµdhåra

Gaµdhåra

[ThËp]

1. Gandhåra

1. & 2.
Kasm¥ra-Gandhåra-ra††ha

Kelåsavihåra

7. Himavanta

8. Himavantapadesabhåga1

Ujjen¥yaµ Dakkhiˆagiri

2. Mahiµsa

3. Mahisakamaˆ∂ala2

Viñjhå

5. Mahåra††ha

6. Mahåra††ha

4. Aparantaka

5. Aparantaka

C¥na-Cilåta
Tosali
Avaraµta
Vaµga
Vanavåsi

Vanavåsa

Vanavåsa

3. [Vanavåsa]

4. Vanavåsi

Yava[na]?

Yavana

Alasanda Yonanagara

6. Yonakaloka

7. Yonakaloka

8. SuvaˆˆabhËmi

9. SuvaˆˆabhËmi

9. La∫kå-d¥pa

10. Tambapaˆˆi-d¥pa

Da[mila]?

Pallavabhoga

[Pa]lura?
Taµbapaµni-d¥pa
1 Himavantadesabhåga.
2 vl.

Taµbapaµni-dipa

d¥pa-våsinaµ

Vjb 28: Pañca pi ra††håni pañca C¥na-ra††håni nåma.
Mahiµsakamaˆ∂ala. According to Vjb and Sp-†, ‘they say’ this is Andhaka-ra††ha.
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In last place in all the Vibhajjav!din lists we have Ceylon under
one name or another. We should note also that in an apparently
non-Vibhajjav!din list of missions found in the Mah#karmavibha%ga60, Kashmir and Si$hala-dv%pa are also mentioned, although most of the missions in that list are from the time of the
Buddha. Lamotte is very dismissive of the Sinhalese chronicles
here, but his distinction between the mainland tradition and Ceylon
seems quite anachronistic. The island was not in some area culturally distinct from the mainland. Nor was it particularly far away.
The relative rapidity of water transport in ancient times, as against
travel by land, placed it in good communication not only with the
coastal regions but also with the valleys of both the Ganges and the
Indus. That may well be why the Sinhalese speak a north Indian
language and it is almost certainly why Buddhism reached there
relatively rapidly. It is certainly why it went from there to various
other places at a later date.
Lamotte in fact suggests that the version in the Mah#karmavibha%ga is more reliable than the Sinhalese because it portrays the
kind of gradual process which is almost certainly the actual way in
which Buddhism spread 61. This is a very peculiar suggestion, since
all the Sanskrit text has done is to include missions which were believed to have taken place in the Buddha’s lifetime, such as to
Avanti. The Sinhalese tradition too believed that Buddhism spread
to such places in the lifetime of the Buddha; that is why their list
does not mention those places in an account of what happened, in
their view, two and a half centuries later.
The Mah#karmavibha%ga is probably a short chronology text
and presumably therefore allows only a century for the process. It
mentions only six missions. For the winning over of ,+rp!raka by
P+r#a it cites as its source the Adhyardha0ataka which Sylvain
Lévi understood as a section in some work from the old canonical
literature. We may guess that similar sources underlie the tradition
that Mah!k!-yapa was responsible for Avanti and that Pi#(ola
60
61

Lévi 1932, p. 61ff.
Lamotte 1988, p. 297f.
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Bh!radv!ja converted the mythical land of P+rvavideha. These
three are famous arhats from the time of the Buddha; so too is
Gav!mpati, the apostle of Suvar#abh+mi. The remaining two
names are Mahendra who brought faith to the r#k/asas in the
Si$hala island and Madhyandina who went to Kashmir. We may,
knowing the Pali and other sources, be inclined to locate the activities of these last two in the reign of Asoka, but nothing leads
one to suppose that this is the intention of the Mah#karmavibha%ga. Rather, it is clearly intended to locate all these events in
the lifetime of the arhats who lived on after the death of the Buddha.
That this is so is made rather clear by the fact that two traditions
about Ceylon have been conflated—the Buddha’s visits to the island when he subdued rakkhasa and yakkhas and preached to the
n#gas and the subsequent mission of Mahinda to human beings. So
we may be rather confident that the Mah#karmavibha%ga is a reworking of some elements of Vibhajjav!din tradition about the
missions, incorporating Sarv!stiv!din traditions but retaining the
two most famous names of the missionaries and four of the places.
The origin of that reworking can be inferred from the content, but
is made even clearer by the fact that only a page before the Mah#karmavibha%ga refers to the Vinaya of the Mah%-!sakas ‘who belong to a different lineage’ as the source for something else 62.
The whole account of the missions can be dismissed as entirely
invented. But there are major objections to any such dismissal. The
account may be propaganda but even propaganda has to have some
basis. Otherwise it has no plausibility and will be ineffective. In
fact, it seems much more likely that the story of the spread of Buddhism by Vibhajjav!din missionaries is correct in substance. That
this is a viable interpretation of the evidence has been clear for
some time. The new discoveries from Afghanistan make it much
more likely.
62

Lévi 1932, p. 60 n. 8. The MSS are corrupt here; so this is partially Lévi’s
correction. There is in any case a reference to gotrântar"y# and their Vinaya.
Note also the reference to Suvar#a-bh+mi and Si$hala-dv%pa together on p. 53.
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I do not intend to set out those discoveries here. This has been
done by Richard Salomon in a very clear and capable manner and I
need only refer to his Ancient Buddhist Scrolls from Gandh#ra.
From that it emerges clearly that the Dhammaguttaka school had a
major role in the area. This is how Salomon describes the situation:
The textual and epigraphic material presented here makes it possible
to conceive a situation wherein the Dharmaguptaka school was the
predominant one, at least in parts of the north-western region, in the
earlier part of the first century A.D., while it enjoyed the patronage of
the Indo-Scythian kings63.

He goes on to note that at a later date the Sarv!stiv!dins appear to
have gained the upper hand and that this parallels the situation
which has been also posited for early Central Asian Buddhism. To
this we can add that the closely related Mahi$s!sakas are already
attested from an inscription of 69 CE, while other inscriptions refer
to the Kassapiyas from c. 20 CE. In other words, everything suggests that three of the Vibhajjav!din schools played an important
role in the area. Put in another way, nothing precludes the possibility that the common ancestor of these three schools was indeed
largely responsible for spreading Buddhism to this area. More to
the point, there is plenty of evidence to suggest that the promulgators of the tradition of the missions had quite sufficient evidence to
justify their belief. Their school was indeed well established in the
area at a relatively early date.
That the account of the missions is correct in substance for the
island of Ceylon can of course hardly be denied. A school which
sometimes calls itself Vibhajjav!da or Vibhajjav!din was certainly
present there from an early date. Indeed, there is, as far as I know,
no credible evidence for the presence of any other school on the island in the early period. What then of the other missions? I shall
leave out of discussion here the issue of the mission to Suva##abh+mi, since it is unclear how early that tradition is and to exactly
63

Salomon 1999, p. 180.
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what area it refers—if indeed it does refer to a very precisely defined area.
The remaining missions, according to the Pali sources, were sent
to regions in Southern India. Vanav!sa is in the modern state of
Karnataka, Aparanta(ka) in the region of Gujarat, while Mah!ra""ha corresponds approximately to Maharashtra. The location
of Mahi$saka is less certain and has been much debated 64. Many
scholars have related it to the town of M!hi)mat% which is almost
certainly modern Maheshwar in the Nimar district of south-western
Madhya Pradesh i.e. in the valley of the Narmad!. This seems to fit
some references but not others. Other scholars have sought to identify it with (southern) Mysore. A grant of the Kadamba king
Vi)#uvarman in the village of Herba"a (modern Hebbata in the
Tumkur district of Eastern Karnataka) refers to the village as in the
Mahi)a-vi)aya65. This fits quite well with the later Pali tradition
which understood it as the Andhra country. One possibility is that
the four areas taken together represent the route for expansion
down the western coast.
Do we have any reason to suppose that Vibhajjav!din missions
were particularly successful in this area? I think that we do. One
thing that seems certain about the Pali Canon is that the works it
contains were not in general produced in Ceylon. This is obviously
the case for the earlier portions which derive from the shared heritage of Indian Buddhism. More importantly, we can refer to the
Abhidhamma-pi"aka which is a substantial endeavour, apparently
unique to this school, although no doubt closely related to the Abhidhamma literature of other Vibhajjav!din schools. Even if we
suppose that the final recension of that took place in Ceylon, the
bulk of its contents must originate elsewhere. Somewhere on the
mainland the forefathers of the Ceylon tradition were present in
64

See Gupta 1973; Gupta 1977.
Mysore Archaeological Survey, Annual Report 1925 p. 98. In four dedicatory
inscriptions on the pillars (prob. of a ma'+apa) at Guntupally (Andra Pradesh) a
Mah!meghav!hana king named Sada refers to himself as king of Kali'ga and
Mahi$saka (Kaliga-Mahisakâdhipati): Sircar 1970; Tripathy 1999, p. 61.
65
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sufficient numbers to carry out such a major undertaking. Where? I
believe it has to be in this area, but I would like to suggest more
than that.
The question has often been discussed as to the ultimate origin
of Pali. I do not wish to address that here. However, I do wish to
consider a related matter. Why is the Pali Canon in Pali and not a
local language? I believe this question gains greatly in urgency
now that it is almost certain that the Dhammaguttakas had a canonical literature in their local G!ndh!r% dialect. Why did the Vibhajjav!din school in Ceylon use Pali and not their local dialect?
The natural explanation is that the Sinhalese did so because the
texts came to them in that form. But had they come to Ceylon in a
closely related form of Prakrit, this would have quite naturally
changed to Sinha&a Prakrit. It did not. It seems to me that there is
one obvious reason for this. What if it came to Ceylon from a
country where a Dravidian language was the vernacular tongue?
Now there are good reasons why a Buddhist community in a
Dravidian country might have preserved the Buddhist scriptures in
the Prakrit dialect in which they originally arrived there. The task
of translation would obviously be far greater, especially if the
Dravidian language in question had not yet come under much Sanskritic influence. That they might have done so is also suggested
by the fact that the southernmost inscriptions of Asoka are not
translated into any form of Dravidian, indicating that the administrative language of this area was not Dravidian. Instead a dialect
from Eastern India is used, identical with or close to that of the
capital city of P!"aliputra. The contrast with the North-West where
local dialects and administrative languages were used is striking. It
seems almost certain that the population of the southern parts of
the Mauryan empire did in fact speak a Dravidian language at this
date, although I suppose one might postulate a ruling class of
northern origin that later becomes absorbed.
If this line of thinking is correct, then it seems very plausible to
look towards Vanav!sa in modern Karnataka66. This may be why
66

And perhaps a southern Mahi$sa(ka)?
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all our sources mention that area as an important one. Particularly
striking in this respect is the second N!g!rjunako#(a inscription
which mentions only Vanav!sa alongside of the North-West and
Ceylon. One would think that in relatively nearby N!g!rjunako#(a
they would certainly have known whether or not the Vibhajjav!dins were prominent there.
Conclusion
The texts referred to in Part One together with the Appendix (pp.
170ff.) are sufficient to demonstrate the currency of the name Vibhajjav!din among the Theriyas of South India and Ceylon in the
first millennium CE. There is every reason to suppose that it was an
early name for their tradition, a name shared with others and, perhaps partly for that reason, gradually going out of use.
Inscriptional evidence collected in Part Two and elsewhere
makes it clear that in the third century CE there were (or had been)
Sinhalese monks in N!g!rjunako#(a. One inscription refers to
monks who are Theriyas, Vibhajjav!das and Mah!vih!rav!sins;
another to those who are Theriyas and Tambapa##akas. Both inscriptions claim to be members of the school which brought the
faith to Ceylon among other places. Material presented here and
elsewhere shows that the Tambapa##akas, the Tambapa##iyas of
Pali sources and the T!mrapar#%yas/T!mra-!"%yas of northern
sources are identical. This is simply one branch of the Vibhajjav!dins and probably the name by which they were normally known
in India prior to the development (or dissemination) of the three
Sinhalese nik#yas 67. Only at a later date does the name Theriya or
Therav!din become attributed to them, when it is no longer current
in the usage of the other surviving non-Mah!sa$ghika schools.
67

Walters 1997, I p. 105 writes: “The implication that Therav!da was originally
and exclusively a Sri Lankan nik#ya, and not an Indian one, is explicit in the
later lists of the eighteen schools … ” While this is essentially correct, it is
anachronistic to apply modern names of countries to ancient South Asia as reified entities.
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Part Three looks at the evidence from the doxological accounts
and inscriptions. An examination of this evidence tells us much
about both the geographical spread of the various schools and their
major affiliations. The four schools of the Dhammaguttikas68,
Mahi$s!sakas, Kassapiyas and Tambapa##iyas emerge clearly as
the main branches of the Vibhajjav!dins with the first three particularly strong in the North-West and the last predominating further south.
In the light of this, Part Four returns to the issue of the legends
of the Buddhist missions. It seems clear that whatever the traditions about these may or may not tell us about events in the third or
second century BCE, they do certainly correspond to what we know
of the geographical spread of the schools early in the first millennium CE. They must then have some historical basis. Vibhajjav!dins really were the school predominant in Ceylon and Gandh!ra at an early date, as well as being present, if not predominant,
in other parts of Central Asia, China, South India and South-East
Asia by around the third century CE at the latest. No other school
had a comparable spread at this date.
There remains only one area of doubt. A considerable amount of
information is preserved in the northern literature as to views believed to have been held by Vibhajyav!dins. It is sometimes suggested that this evidence is, or may be, incompatible with the Vibhajyav!dins in question being closely related to the Therav!da of
Ceylon. I do not believe that this is in fact the case, but space does
not permit me to address this large topic on this occasion. I hope to
return to it subsequently. However, if the evidence presented here
is correctly understood, then the outline history of the school now
known as Therav!da is as follows:
The initial impetus for the spread of Buddhism in Tambapa##i
was no doubt the influence, direct or indirect, of Asoka and it may
68

According to Wang 1994, p. 172: the Buddhists in ancient China generally
considered the Samantap#s#dik# (in its Chinese translation) “to be related to the
Dharmaguptakas, or more precisely, as they said, to the southern Dharmaguptakas.” I have not so far been able to confirm this from any other source.
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well be the case that the Theriya tradition (i.e. non-Mah!sa$ghika)
was introduced in the reign of Vijaya. However, its subsequent
growth and success owed much to influences from Dravidianspeaking lands in or around the second century BCE and it was
these influences which determined the particular form of the Buddhist tradition which came to dominate there: the Vibhajjav!din.
Subsequently the patronage of the Ceylon kings at Anur!dhapura
enabled the creation of one of the major centres of the Buddhist
world. In due course, the tradition developed there, now becoming
recognised as a separate branch of the Vibhajjav!dins and was
able, sometime around the first century CE or a little later, to spread
out into Southern India (and quite possibly parts of South-East
Asia). There its three major nik#yas eventually became recognised
collectively as one of the four main branches of the Buddhist
Sa'gha, especially after the other three Vibhajjav!din schools became little known or completely absent in most parts of India.
APPENDIX
(a) Source passage in the Abhidhamma Commentary and the
Visuddhimagga
(Vibh-a 130 ! Vism 522): … tass# attha-sa$va''ana$ karontena,
Vibhajja-v#di-ma'+ala$ otaritv#, #cariye69 anabbh#cikkhantena,
saka-samaya$ avokkamantena, para-samaya$ an#y)hantena70,
sutta$ appa!ib#hantena, vinaya$ anulomentena, mahâpadese
olokentena, dhamma$ d"pentena, attha$ sa%gahantena71, tam ev’
69

Vibh-a (Se 1922): #cariya$.
So Vism (Be ) VRI; (Ce 1920; Ee 1950; Ne 1972); Vibh-a (S e 1922; Ce 1932; Be
1960; Ne 1961). Both PTS editions and Vism (S e 1922); Vibh-a (vl to Se 1922)
have: an#r)hantena which would mean ‘without introducing’. The PTS reading
seems to be the result of contamination by m": dos#ropana-.
71 So Vibh-a (S e 1922; Ce 1932; Ne 1961); Vism (Ce 1920; Se 1922; Ee ) and vl to
Vibh-a (Ee ): sa%g#hantena; Vism (E e 1950) g#hantena.
70
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attha$ punar-#vattetv#, aparehi pi pariy#yehi72 niddisantena ca
yasm# attha-sa$va''an# k#tabb# hoti …
“… one who is making a commentary on the [pa!iccasamupp#davibha%ga] should make it, [only] after having entered the circle of the
Vibhajjav!din(s). [He should do so] without misrepresenting the
teachers, without departing from the system of our own school,
without giving rise to the system of another school, without setting
aside Sutta, while conforming to Vinaya, paying attention to the [four]
great apadesa, revealing the letter, grasping the meaning and
explaining that meaning in other ways after rephrasing (#vattetv#) it.
Therefore … ”

Various commentarial passages on the first part of the above are
given below.
(b) the Abhidhamma subcommentaries
Vibh-m" (Be 1960) 83: ‘Ki$-v#d" bhante Samm#-sambuddho’ ti? ‘Vibhajja-v#d" mah#-r#j#’ ti (Kv-a 7) Moggaliputta-tissa-therena vuttatt# Samm#-sambuddha-s#vak# Vibhajja-v#dino. Te hi venayikâdibh#va$ vibhajja vadanti, c"varâd"na$ sevitabbâsevitabba-bh#va$ v#
sassat’-uccheda-v#de v# vibhajja vadanti. ‘Sassato att# ca loko c#’ ti#d"na$ !hapan"y#na$ !hapanato r#gâdi-kkhayassa sassatassa r#gâdik#ya-duccaritâdi-ucchedassa ca vacanato, na pana eka$savy#kara'"yâdayo tayo pañhe apanetv#, vibhajja-vy#kara'"yam eva
vadant" ti.
M)la!"k#: “The disciples of the Perfectly Awakened One are
Vibhajjav!dins because, [when asked by King Asoka]: ‘Venerable sir,
what kind of v#din73 was the Perfectly Awakened One?’, the Elder
Moggaliputta Tissa declared: ‘[he was] a Vibhajjav!din, your
Majesty’. For his disciples speak only after distinguishing (vibhajja)

Vism (Ee ; Ne 1972): pariy#yantarehi.
In the Sutta passages, of course, this means simply ‘what does he teach?’. But
I translate differently here, because there is an underlying reference to the question: ‘is he a Vibhajjav!din or a Puggalav!din or a Sarv!stiv!din?’
72
73
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the different kinds of venayika and so on74 or [after distinguishing] the
different kinds of robes, etc. i.e. those which can or can’t be used or
after distinguishing the eternalist and annihilationist doctrines.
However, things which must be rejected such as the statement that the
self and the world are eternal have been rejected [by the Buddha].
[The Buddha also] spoke [unequivocally] of the destruction of
passion, etc. as eternal and of the annihilation both of passion, [hatred
and delusion] and of bodily, [verbal and mental] misconduct.
Therefore, his disciples do not exclude the other three kinds of
question (i.e. those to be answered unequivocally, [to be answered by
a counter-question and to be rejected]) and hence do not give answers
only [to questions] which are to be answered after distinguishing.”
Vibh-anu" (Be 1960) 89: “ Vuttatt! ti ida$ nissakka$ ki$lakkha'a$?” “Hetu-lakkha'a$.” “Yadi eva$ ta$-hetuko, vibhajjav#di-bh#vo #pajjati; na hi Moggaliputta-tissa-ttherena vuttatt#
Buddha-s#vak# vibhajja-v#dino ahesun” ti. “Na-y-idam eva$; tividho hi hetu—ñ#pako, k#rako, samp#pako75 ti. Tesu ñ#paka-hetu
idhâdhippeto, tasm# tena mah#-therena ‘ki$-v#d", bhante, Samm#sambuddho’ ti pu!!hena ‘Vibhajja-v#d", mah#r#j#’ ti tad# vuttavacanena ñ#yati. ‘Samm#-sambuddha-s#vak# Vibhajja-v#dino’ ti
imam attha$ dasseti: ki" ... pe ... vuttatt! ... pe ... vibhajja-v!dino”
ti.
Anu"%k!:
[Objection:] “What is the significance of the ablative case of the
word vuttatt#?”
[Reply:] “It signifies the cause.”
[Objection:] “If it is held to signify the cause, it is false that the
disciples are Vibhajjav!dins; for the disciples of the Buddha are not
Vibhajjav!dins [merely] because of the words (vuttatt#) of the Elder
Moggaliputta-Tissa.”
74

Referring to Vin III 1 ff.
The three kinds of cause do not seem to be found earlier than the !"k#s (except
for Nett-a (Be ) 38 VRI). The concept develops from exegesis of the different
senses in which the second and fourth truths can be said to be causes.
75
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[Reply:] “Not so. In fact there are three kinds of cause: a) the
cause which enables one to know something; b) the cause which acts;
c) the cause which enables one to reach something. In this case it is
the cause which enables one to know something which is meant.
Therefore, when the Elder was asked ‘Venerable sir, what kind of
v#din was the Perfectly Awakened One?’, the answer [to the question]
is known because of his words at that time: ‘[he was] a Vibhajjav!din,
your Majesty’. [The question]: ‘Venerable sir, what kind of v#din was
the Perfectly Awakened One?’, and the declaration that: ‘[he was] a
Vibhajjav!din, your Majesty’ show that this is the meaning i.e. that
the disciples of the Perfectly Awakened One are Vibhajjav!dins.”
Vibh-m" 83: Vibhajja-v#d"na$ ma'+ala$ sam)ho Vibhajja-v!dima%&ala". Vibhajja-v#dino v# Bhagavato paris# Vibhajja-v!dima%&alan ti pi vadanti. (cariyehi vutta-avipar"t’-attha-d"panena te
anabbh!cikkhantena.
M)la!"k#: The Vibhajja-v#di-ma$%ala is the circle (ma'+ala) i.e. the
community of the Vibhajjav!dins. Alternatively, they also say that the
Vibhajja-v#di-ma$%ala is the entourage of the Vibhajjav!din.
Without misrepresenting them: explaining the correct meaning
spoken by the teachers.
Vibh-anu" 89 comments: Vibhajja-v#di-paris# Vibhajja-v!dima%&alan ti etasmi$ atthe yath# ta$ oti''o n#ma hoti, ta$-dassan’attha$ #cariye anabbh#cikkhanten# ti #di vutta$. Sakasamayâvokkamâdi hi param’-atthato tad-ot#ro.
Anu!"k#: The Vibhajja-v#di-ma$%ala is the entourage of the
Vibhajjav!din: the words beginning with ‘not misrepresenting the
teachers’ were said in order to show how one is considered to have
entered (oti''o n#ma) that [Vibhajja-v!di-ma#(ala] in that [second]
sense. For not departing from the system of one’s own school is entry
to the [circle of the Vibhajjav!din] in the highest meaning (param’attha).
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Vibh-m" 83: ‘Avijj# puññâneñjâbhisa%kh#r#na$ hetu-paccayo hot"’ ti
#di$ vadanto, Kath#vatthumhi pa!ikkhitte Puggala-v#dâdike ca
vadanto, saka-samaya" vokkamati n#ma. Tath# avokkamantena.
M)la!"k#: Declaring such things as that ignorance is a root condition
for fortune-giving and immovable constructings76 and affirming such
doctrines as the Puggalav!da which are rejected in the Kath#vatthu is
known as departing from the system of one’s own school. [He
explains] without departing in that way.
Vibh-anu": “Asa$kili!!h# pi avijj# atthi amagga-vajjh#, y#ya nivut#
kh"'#sav# pi n#ma-gottâd"su ekacca$ na j#nanti; s# kusala-citt’upp#desu pi pavattat"” ti Nik#y’-antariy#. Ta$ sandh#y’ #ha: avijj!
puññâneñjâbhisa'kh!r!na" hetu-paccayo hot# ti !di" vadanto ti.
Upalakkha'añ h’eta$ saha-j#ta-ko!iy#. (di-saddena “akusala-cittena
pi ñ#'a$ uppajjati, y# sa$kili!!h# paññ#” ti, “acetasika$ s"la$,
aviññatti-sa%kh#ta$ r)pa-bh#va$ dussilyan” ti evam #di$
sa%ga'h#ti.
Anu!"k#: Those in other nik#yas declare: “There is an unafflicted
(asa$kili!!ha) ignorance77 that is not abandoned by the path.
Hindered78 by that [ignorance], even those who have destroyed the
#savas do not know specific details about such things as names and
clans. It operates even in skilful citta arisings.” In reference to that,
[the !"k# writer] said: Declaring such things as that ignorance is a
root condition for fortune-giving and immovable constructings.
76

Excluded at Tikap 73f. for the Pali hetu-paccaya, but it is likely that there is
an intended reference here to the Sarv!stiv!din hetu-pratyaya.
77 This is a reference to the akli/!a-ajñ#na of the northern sources. See:
Dhammajoti 1998 for a very detailed treatment. (He is unaware of this passage
in the Anu!"k#, cf. p. 67.) On p. 87 he refers to the view of one of Hsüan-tsang’s
disciples that akli/!a-ajñ#na can be ku0ala.
78 The link between nivuta and ignorance is found already at M III 131; S II 24
(avijj#ya nivutassa b#lassa), A II 54, etc. Other passages link it to the
n"vara'as, e.g. M II 203; NiddI 146; Pa"is I 163 and especially to the (additional) sixth n"vara'a of ignorance: It 8. In the nivuta-kath# at Kv 480ff., it is
the verb corresponding to n"vara'a (nivuto n"vara'a$ jahat"?).
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This is simply an example [of what is false] from the alternative
viewpoint of conascence condition79. The word #di (‘and such things
as’) implies the inclusion of such positions as: “even in unskilful citta
a knowledge arises which is afflicted understanding” [and] “moral
precept which is not mental is a kind of materiality known as noncommunicating materiality.”80
Vibh-m" 83: Para-samaya" dos#ropana-vy#p#ra-virahena an!y(hantena. Idam pi yutta$ 81 gahetabban ti para-samaya$ asampi'+enten# ti keci vadanti.
M)la!"k#: Without giving rise to the system of another school i.e.
free from the activity of introducing defects. Some say that this
means: ‘not combining it with the system of another school, with the
idea that something is appropriate and should be accepted.’
Vibh-anu": Para-samayây)hana$ para-samaye vy#p#râpattiy#. Yo
tattha saka-samayena viruddho attho, tassa v# d"panena siy#, parasamaye v#dâropanena v#; tesu purima$ ‘#cariye anabbh#cikkhanten#’ ti imin# apan"tan ti itara$ dasseti: para-samaya"
... pe ... an!y(hanten! ti. Asampi%&enten! ti upacay’-attha$
sandh#ya vadanti; #y)hana-saddo pana upacay’-attho na hot" ti keciv#do na s#rato gahetabbo.
Anu!"k#: Giving rise to the system of another school is due to
engaging in activity in regard to the system of another school. Any
meaning (attha) in that which is contrary to the system of our own
school must be so either because of the way in which it is explained or
by the introduction of the teachings [propounded] in another system.
Because the former of these [two possibilities] is excluded by the
statement: ‘without misrepresenting the teachers’, he shows that the
second [is excluded] by the statement: Without giving rise to the
79

i.e. these statements are only false in terms of conascence, not from the alternative viewpoint of stimulus condition (upanissaya-ko!i). Ignorance can indeed
be a cause of subsequent good states.
80 A reference to the Vaibh!)ika notion of avijñapti-r)pa.
81 So Vibh-m" (Be 1960); Vism-mh" (Be 1977; Se 1981): sutta$.
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system of another school [i.e. free from the activity of introducing
defects]. They say that [an#y)hana means] not combining with
reference to its sense of accumulation, but since the word #y)hana
does not have the sense of accumulation, the doctrine [attributed to]
some people should not be considered sound82.

(c) The commentary on the Visuddhimagga =Vism-mh" II (Be
1960) 240f. (to Vism 522)
‘Ki$-v#d", bhante, Samm#-sambuddho’ ti pucchitena ‘vibhajja-v#d",
mah#-r#j#’ ti (Kv-a) Moggaliputta-tissa-ttherena vuttatt# Samm#sambuddha-s#vak# vibhajja-v#dino; te hi satth#r# venayikâdi-bh#va$
vibhajja vutta$ anuvadanti. Somanassâd"na$, c"var#d"nañ ca
sevitabbâsevitabba-bh#va$. Sassat’-uccheda-v#de v# vibhajja
vadanti. ‘Sassato att# ca loko c#’ ti #d"na$ !hapan"y#na$ !hapanato,
r#gâdi-kkhayassa sassatassa, r#gâdi-k#ya-duccaritâdi-ucchedassa ca
vacanato, na pana eka$sa-vy#kara'"yâdike tayo pañhe apanetv#
vibhajja-vy#kara'"yam eva vadanti.
The disciples of the Perfectly Awakened One are Vibhajjav!dins
because, [when asked by King Asoka]: ‘Venerable sir, what kind of
v#din was the Perfectly Awakened One?’, the Elder Moggaliputta
Tissa declared: ‘[he was] a Vibhajjav!din, your Majesty’. For his
disciples speak in accordance with what was said by the Teacher after
distinguishing (vibhajja) the different kinds of venayika and so on.
They speak after distinguishing the different kinds of feeling—pleasant and so on—i.e. those which should or shouldn’t be
pursued (D II 278f.) and the different kinds of robes, etc. i.e. those
which can or can’t be used or after distinguishing the eternalist and
annihilationist doctrines. However, things which must be rejected such
as the statement that the self and the world are eternal have been
rejected [by the Buddha]. [The Buddha also] spoke [unequivocally] of
the destruction of passion, etc. as eternal and of the annihilation both
of passion, [hatred and delusion] and of bodily, [verbal and mental]
misconduct. Therefore, his disciples do not exclude the other three
kinds of question (i.e. those to be answered unequivocally, [to be
82

Probably asampi'+entena was originally a lemma for the reading: an#r)hantena.
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answered by a counter-question and to be rejected]) and hence do not
give answers only [to questions] which are to be answered after
distinguishing.
Vibhajja-v#d"na$ ma'+ala$ sam)ho Vibhajja-v!di-ma%&ala".
Vibhajja-v#dino v# Bhagavato paris# Vibhajja-v!di-ma%&alan ti pi
vadanti. Vibhajja v# sassat’-ucchede ubho ante anupagamma majjhima-pa!ipad#-bh)tassa pa!icca-samupp#dassa desanato, Bhagav#
tad-anuv#dato tassa s#vak# ca Vibhajja-v#dino ti. Sesa$ purimasadisa$.
The Vibhajja-v#di-ma$%ala is the circle (ma'+ala) i.e. the
community of the Vibhajjav!dins. Alternatively, they also say that the
Vibhajja-v#di-ma$%ala is the entourage of the Vibhajjav!din.
Alternatively, it is because he teaches conditioned arising which is the
middle way that avoids both extremes, only after distinguishing the
eternalist and annihilationist [views], that [both] the Lord and, since
they speak in accordance with him, his disciples are called
Vibhajjav!dins. The rest is as previously explained.
Otaritv! ti og#hetv#; Vibhajja-v#d" hutv# ti attho. Na hi saya$
avibhajja-v#d" sam#no Vibhajja-v#d"na$ antare !h#na-mattena
Vibhajja-v#di-ma'+ala$ oti''o n#ma hoti. (cariyehi avutta-vipar"t’attha-d"panena te na abbh#cikkhantena. ‘Avijj# puññâneñjâbhisa%kh#r#nam pi hetu-paccayo83 hot"’ ti vadanto, Kath#vatthumhi
pa!ikkhitte puggala-v#dâdike ca vadanto, saka-samaya" vokkamati
n#ma. Tath# avokkamantena. Para-samaya" dosâropana-vy#p#ravirahena an!y(hantena84. Idam pi sutta$ gahetabban ti parasamaya$ asampi#(enten! ti keci vadanti.
After having entered i.e. after plunging into; this means ‘being a
Vibhajjav!din’. One can hardly be called one who has entered the
circle of the Vibhajjav!dins merely as a result of [physically] standing
among Vibhajjav!dins, while oneself not being a Vibhajjav!din. Not
misrepresenting the teachers by explaining an incorrect meaning not
83
84

B e ; Ne 1972; Se divide as hetu paccayo.
So Be and Ne 1972; Se 1981: an#r)hantena.
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spoken by the teachers. Declaring that ignorance is a root condition
for fortune-giving and immovable constructings and affirming such
teachings as the Puggalav!da which are rejected in the Kath#vatthu is
known as departing from the system of one’s own school. [He
explains] without departing in that way. Without giving rise to the
system of another school i.e. free from the activity of introducing
defects. Some say that this means: ‘not combining it with the system
of another school, with the idea that a particular sutta should be
accepted.’

(c) The ga'!hipada on the Visuddhimagga =Vism-gp (Ce 1954)
59f. (to Vism 522)
Vibhajja-v!di-ma%&alan ti veneyya-hit’-attha$ Bhagav# dhamme
pariy#yena vibhajitv# deseti. Yath# Verañja-br#hma'ena ‘akiriyav#d"
bhava$ Gotamo’ (Vin III 2ff.; cf. A IV 173) ti #d"hi a!!ha akkosavatth)ni vutto ti n# ti Bhagav# pariy#yena vibhajitv# deseti, tath#:
‘c"vara$ pâha$ bhikkhave duvidhena vad#mi: sevitabbam pi asevitabbam p"’ (M III 58ff.; A V 100) ti #d"ni. Tassa ma'+alan ti bhikkhusam#gama$ 85. )cariye ti A!!hakathâcariye; ya$ hi tehi vutta$, ta$
pak#setabba$.
The circle of the Vibhajjav#din: the Lord distinguishes dhammas by
various ways of exposition and teaches them in order to benefit those
who require training. Just as when he was addressed by the brahmin
Verañja with eight kinds of abuse, such as ‘the reverend Gotama is a
denier of action’ the Lord taught that this was not the case, only after
distinguishing by various ways of exposition. [He taught] similarly in
such cases as when he said: ‘Bhikkhus, I declare that robes are of two
kinds: those to be used and those not to be used’. His circle is the
assembly of bhikkhus. Teachers means teachers of the A!!hakath#; for
one should expound what was said by them.

85

So emend. Text: bhikkh) sam#gama$. Or, bhikkh) sam#gamu$?
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(d) Sa%khep’attha-jotan", i.e. the Visuddhimagga-culla!"k# =
Vism-c" (Se 1987) 95 (ad idem)
Vibhajja-v!di-ma%&alan ti ettha Bhagavat# yath#-dhamma$ vibhajja
vutte sevitabbâdike kusalâdike khandhâdike ca dhamme y#th#vato
anuvadana-vasena vibhajja vadant" ti Vibhajja-v#dino, laddhi-dosavirahit# Buddha-s#vak# ye Mah#vih#ra-v#sino n#ma j#t#, tesa$
ma'+ala$ sam)ha$. Otaritv! ti tap-pariy#panna-bh#vena og#hetv#;
Vibhajja-v#d" hutv# ti attho. (cariyehi avuttassa vipar"t’-atthassa
ad"panena te anabbh!cikkhantena. Para-v#din# attano v#dassa
vutta-dosa$ sampa!icchanto saka-samaya" vokkamati n#ma;
visahat" ti attho. Kath#vatthu-#d"su pa!ikkhitta-puggala-v#dâdike
vadanto para-samaya" #r)hati n#ma; attano v#dena saha parav#da$ sampi'+et" ti attho.
The circle of the Vibhajjav#dins: the Lord spoke after making
distinctions in accordance with d h a m m a . In this passage the
Vibhajjav!dins are those who speak after distinguishing because they
speak truly about dhammas—skilful, [unskilful and undeclared] and
aggregates, [elements and bases] as to whether they are to be pursued
or not, [speaking] in accordance with [what the Lord has said]. Their
circle is the community of these disciples of the Buddha, free from
defects of opinion, who have become known as Mah!vih!rav!sins.
After having entered: after plunging into i.e. because they are
included in that [circle of the Vibhajjav!dins]; this means ‘being a
Vibhajjav!din’. Not misrepresenting the teachers: by not explaining
the correct meaning not [already] given by them. Accepting a faulty
statement (dosa) made by the adherent of another teaching (v#da) into
one’s own teaching is known as departing from the system of one’s
own school; this means that he is not able [to keep to it]. [He explains]
without departing in that way. Affirming such doctrines as the
Puggalav!da which are rejected in the Kath#vatthu and elsewhere is
known as adopting the system of another school; this means that he
combines another teaching with his own teaching.

There is also a brief comment on this passage in Vibh-a-y2 (Ce ed.
K. Paññ!sekhara, dated to BE 2436), p. 79.
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Abbreviations
Abbreviations used in this article are those of V. Trenkner et al., A
Critical P#li Dictionary, Copenhagen, 1924–.
VRI: the text cited has been seen only in the digital edition
published by the Vipassana Research Institute.
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COMING TO BE AND PASSING A WAY
Buddhist reflections on embryonic life,
dying and organ donation
PETER HARVEY
Many ethical issues and problems cluster around the beginning and
end of human life, such as abortion, the use of embryonic tissue,
euthanasia, and the ‘harvesting’ of organs of the dead. With recent
advances in our knowledge of the human genome, no doubt many
new issues will be raised in the future. On such topics, it is surely
appropriate to be aware of what the world’s great religious traditions have to say about the nature of human life, its beginning and
ending.
Buddhism sees a human rebirth as rare and precious, and I have
argued elsewhere that classical Indian Buddhism has a basic assumption against abortion and euthanasia (Harvey 2000, 286–352).
I will not emphasise these arguments here, but look in more depth
at the understanding of life in the womb and in the process of dying. While in principle human life is seen to have clear points of
starting and ending, marked by the arising of ‘relinking’ (pa!isandhi) consciousness in the womb and the departure of the deceasing (cuti) consciousness, these are only part of complex processes of change in which clusters of conditions develop and mature, or gradually fall apart. In this paper, I propose to delineate
how these changing processes are mapped by the Pali tradition,
Abhidharmako"a-bh#$ya, and some of their modern interpreters,
and end with a discussion of Buddhist views on organ donation.
Embryonic life
In the first part of the following discussion, ‘embryo’ or ‘foetus’
will be used equally for the being in the womb at any stage of development, even though there is a usage in which ‘zygote’ means
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fertilised egg, ‘embryo’ refers to the womb-being for the first eight
weeks, and ‘foetus’ for the being after this time.
In Buddhism’s rebirth-perspective, human life is not seen as
something that gradually emerges as an embryo develops. Consciousness is not as such an emergent property of this process, but
is itself seen as one of the conditions for it to occur, as expressed in
a passage from the D!gha-nik"ya:
Were consciousness (viññ#%a), #nanda, not to fall (okkamissatha)
into the mother’s womb, would the sentient body (n#ma-r&pa) be constituted there?’ ‘It would not, Lord.’ ‘Were consciousness, having
fallen into the mother’s womb, to turn aside from it, would the sentient body come to birth in this present state?’ ‘It would not, Lord’ (D
II 62–3).

Thus the flux of consciousness from a previous being is a necessary condition for the arising and development in the womb of a
body (r&pa) endowed with mental abilities which amount to sentience (n#ma, literally ‘name’): feeling, identification, volition,
sensory stimulation and attention (S II 3–4). In the monastic code,
it is said that ‘from the mind’s first arising, from (the time of) consciousness becoming first manifest in a mother’s womb until the
time of death, here meanwhile he is called a human being’ (Vin III
73).
The commentary (Vin-a 437) explains this time as ‘from the first
relinking mind (pa!isandhi-citta)’, with the commentary on the
above D II 62–3 passage (D-a 502) also using this term for the
consciousness which falls into or enters the womb1. ‘Relinking’
mind or consciousness is a commentarial term for the consciousness which connects to a new life, right at the start of life in the
womb. Buddhaghosa sees it as arising immediately after the ‘falling away’ (cuti) consciousness which occurs at the end of the previous life (Vism 460, 554), which mirrors the canonical Pa!!h#na,
which says the same of the ‘arising’ mind (I 312–12; see CR
338–39). The Vibha'ga holds that from the moment of ‘arising’
1

See also Pa$is I 52, Vism 528, 600.
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(uppatti) in a new life, all five khandhas are present (p. 411), including feeling, identification, constructing activities, and consciousness.
The Pa!!h#na holds that the subtle physical basis (vatthu) for
both mind-organ (mano) and mind-consciousness (mano-viññ#%a)2
is present from the time of ‘relinking’3. Not only the physical basis
of mind, but the mind itself is present from conception. The
Vibha'ga holds that the mental sense (man#yatana) and the sense
of touch are seen as present from ‘the moment of arising’ (Vibh
413)4. While some schools held that the subtle matter sensitive to
light, sound, smell and taste—and thus perhaps the relevant forms
of consciousness—were present from then, both the Therav"dins
and Sarv"stiv"dins5 held that these gradually developed later, with
the former holding that this took seventy-two days in all (Kv-a
148), i.e. around ten weeks.
Now the degree of consciousness present from ‘relinking’ need
not be seen as always, or necessarily, existing at the level of conscious awareness6. The Therav"dins, for example, accepted a form
of latent consciousness present in dreamless-sleep (see Harvey
1995, 155–66; Collins 1982, 225–49), known as bhava'ga, which
also occurs in the womb (Vism 614) if not disturbed by any more
active form of consciousness7. Nevertheless, full consciousness
can occur in the womb. A D(gha-nik#ya passage on the four modes
of ‘descent into the womb’ (gabbh#vakkanti) explains that a being
may be:
(1) ‘without clear awareness’ (asampaj#no) when
2

Pa$$h.I 5; see CR I 6.
Pa$$h.I 70; CR I 74. Cf. Vism 613 explains that at the instant of relinking consciousness arising, the physical bases of mind, sense of touch, and gender, arise.
4 In the form of the body-sense-element and mind-consciousness element, but
not body-consciousness-element or mind-element (mano-dh#tu) (Vibh 414).
5 As interpreted by Vasubandhu at Abhidh-k-bh II 14b.
6 Thus Keown prefers the term ‘sentiency’ to ‘consciousness’ for viññ#%a,
since it is not restricted to the mental sphere in quite the same way (1995, 25).
7 Cf. also the #laya-vijñ#na.
3
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(a) falling into the womb (kucchi) okkamati; D-a 885: at
relinking),
(b) staying in it, or
(c) leaving it at birth;
(2) ‘with clear awareness’ just at (a),
(3) ‘with clear awareness’ at (a) and (b),
(4) ‘with clear awareness’ at (a), (b) and (c) (D III 103, 231) 8.
In the Suttas, it is also said that Gotama was ‘mindful and with
clear awareness’ at the time of entering his mother’s womb (M III
119), whereas later texts give further details for which beings the
above four types of ‘descent’ pertain to:
(1) ‘humans who have a worldly nature’ (D-a 885–6), ‘beings
without great actions and great knowledge’ (Abhidh-k-bh III
16–17),
(2) eighty great elders (D-a 885–86), cakkavatti kings (Abhidhk-bh III 16–17),
(3) two chief disciples, pacceka-buddhas and bodhisattas (D-a
885–86), pacceka-buddhas (Abhidh-k-bh III 16–17),
(4) perfect Buddhas (D-a 885–86 and Abhidh-k-bh III 16–17)9.
This implies that it is easier to have ‘clear awareness’ early on
when in the womb than later. While this may seem odd to us, it
must be based on the idea that the more spiritually advanced are
able to sustain clear awareness for a longer period in the womb.
Now the lack of ‘clear awareness’ for most beings in the womb
does not imply a complete absence of thought, for D-a 885 sees it
as simply equivalent to being ‘confused’ (samm&*ha), and Abhidhk-bh III 16 talks of one who lacks clear awareness having various
confused thoughts about where he is when in the womb, whereas
8

Cf. Abhidh-k-bh III 16–17. Kritzer (2000) discusses interpretations of these
in various Sanskrit texts such as the Vibh#$#, Abhidharmako"a-bh#$ya and
Yog#c#rabh&mi.
9 The Vibh#$# discusses six different views on which type of beings are involved in these four situations (Kritzer 2000, 15–18).
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one with clear awareness knows what is happening to him or her10.
Moreover, Vism 500 describes the embryo as suffering in various
ways due both to the process of growth—‘for ten months he undergoes excessive suffering’—and his mother’s movements, great
pain arising if an abortion is carried out 11. Abhidh-k-bh IV 53a–b
describes the embryo, at each of its five stages of development (see
below), as experiencing the results of karma, which again must
entail some kind of conscious experiences. Thus life in the womb
entails being at least vaguely conscious, sometimes aware.12
The above shows, then, that classical Buddhism sees human life
as starting right at the start of pregnancy, and that mental life of
some kind is possible from this time. This is reflected in the fact
that, while a person must be twenty to be ordained as a full monk
(Vin I 78), this age is reckoned from conception, not leaving the
womb:
When in his mother’s womb, the first citta has arisen, the first consciousness appeared, his birth is (to be reckoned as) from that time. I
allow you monks, to ordain one who is aged twenty from being an
embryo (gabbha-v(sa)) (Vin I 93).

Here, Vism 499 sees such ‘birth’ as meaning ‘relinking’.
Yet while there has been reference to ‘conception’ above, modern biological knowledge shows that there are two key events at
the start of life:

10

Kritzer (2000, 7–8) sees a possible source for this as a passage in the M&lasarv#stiv#da-vinaya (Taish% 1451, 257c19–258c6).
11 Though Vibh 415–16 holds that only pleasure or indifference is felt at the
actual moment of arising in a new life, not pain.
12 Collins expresses the view, based on the Tibetan tradition, that the ‘very subtle consciousness’ present in the embryo need not imply ‘wakefulness or awareness’ prior to the development of sense-organs (1999, 199).
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(1) fertilisation of the ovum by a sperm, which takes place in the
oviduct or Fallopian tubes, normally five minutes to an hour
after intercourse’ (Keown 1995, 78)13 and
(2) implantation of the fertilised egg in the lining of the womb,
which takes place six or seven days later, and takes eight or
nine days to complete its attachment (Keown 1995, 77).
As Keown reports:
Cell division within the embryo continues during its journey to the
uterus which takes about five days, at the end of which the original
single cell will have multiplied to over one hundred (Keown 1995,
76).

At what point might Buddhism see ‘relinking’ consciousness arising, so that there is a ‘human being’? Of possible relevance here is
a Majjhima-nik#ya text which describes the three conditions which
must all be met for a human life to start:
If there is, here, a coitus of the parents, and it is the mother’s season,
and a gandhabba is present: it is from the conjunction of these three
things that there is descent of the embryo (gabbhass#vakkanti) [and
not if only the first, or only the first and second, condition is met].
Then, monks, the mother for nine or ten months carries the embryo
(gabbha) in her womb with great anxiety for her heavy burden. When
it is born, she feeds it with her own life-blood … that is to say,
mother’s milk (M I 266).

Here, there must both be the appropriate physical conditions of
sexual intercourse at the right time of the month, and also the presence of a gandhabba. The latter term indicates a being who is
ready to be reborn (M-a II 310). While the developed Therav"da
view is that gandhabba, here, is just a way of talking of the in13

After fertilisation itself, when the sperm penetrates the outer layer of the
ovum, about twenty-four hours later the two sets of twenty-three chromosomes
fuse together (Keown, 1995, 82). Collins (1999, 197–8) reports that as ‘Sperm
may remain in the female reproductive tract for as long as forty-eight hours before reaching the ripe ovum’, this fusing may be up to three days after intercourse.
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stantaneously-transmitted consciousness of a being who has just
died, as they accept no between-lives interlude, the
Sarv"stiv"dins—and also the Mah"y"nists—saw it (Skt. gandharva) as the name for a between-lives being (Abhidh-k-bh II 4,
10, 13–15, 40). Indeed, even in the Therav"da collection of Suttas,
there is a good body of evidence to support the idea of such a between-lives state, with the gandhabba as a kind of mutable, restless
‘spirit’ seeking out a new rebirth to ‘fall’ into (Harvey 1995,
98–108). Vasubandhu even describes, in a Freudian-sounding way,
how the gandhabba observes the sexual intercourse of its future
parents: if it is male, it is sexually attracted to the mother and is
hostile to the father, and vice versa if it is female. It attaches itself
to where the sexual organs meet but then dies, so that there is ‘relinking’ and the start of a new life (Abhidh-k-bh III 15a–b).
What, though, is one to make of the above term gabbhass#vakkanti14, which can mean either descent (avakkanti) ‘of the embryo’
or ‘into the womb’, as gabbha can mean ‘embryo’ or ‘womb’ and
the ending -assa could be either genitive or dative. The commentary (M-a II 310) favours the former meaning, which makes sense,
given that the passage goes on to use gabbha to clearly mean the
embryo15. Now this ‘descent’ of the embryo is clearly not that of
its exit from the womb at birth- for the above passage sees this as
coming later. Could it be read as alluding to ‘descent’ of the fertilised ovum to implantation? This seems ill-supported by the above
passage, for no literal ‘descent’ need be meant. Avakkanti has an
alternative form okkanti, and the verbal form of this, okkamati 16, is
used of ‘falling’ asleep (Vin I 15). The word can also mean simply
‘enter’.
14

Gabbhassa avakkanti in the citing of this passage at Mil 123.
At D III 103, above, the term gabbh#vakkanti (without the -assa) probably
means ‘descent into the womb’. At Vin II 278, on the other hand, a pregnant
woman is described as sannisinna-gabbh#, ‘with an established embryo’.
16 The future form of which is used on consciousness ‘falling’ into the womb at
D II 62–3, above.
15
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Keown raises the issue of whether the embryo might ‘descend’
some time after the three conditions of the text had been met, at
implantation, with the gandhabba present, but not entering the
womb till then—but sees no hint of such a time delay in the above
passage (1995, 74–5). After some analysis, he holds that in modern
terms, ‘we have every reason to locate the descent of the intermediate being at fertilisation’ (Keown 1995, 78), this being a very
clear point of origin, from which everything else follows (Keown
1995, 79). He says, ‘we might picture the consciousness of the intermediate being engulfing the fertilised ovum in a psychic field,
rather like a magnetic field surrounding a magnet’ (Keown 1995,
81). In a similar way, David Stott, based on the views of his Tibetan teachers, such as Karma Thinley Rinpoche, says that when
the sperm and ovum fuse, ‘in a chain reaction of interdependence,
the attaching mental continuum loses its distinct identity and is
thus “fused” with the sperm and ovum’ (1986, 11), such that,
‘Once the seed and ovum come together, there is a sentient being’
(Stott 1992, 174).
Thus we can say that Buddhism sees a human being, endowed
with some form of consciousness, as present from the time of the
fusing of sperm and egg at fertilisation. For the period after this,
the Sa)yutta-nik#ya describes five stages of life in the womb, each
one leading onto the next: kalala, abbuda (literally ‘swelling’),
pes( (literally ‘lump’), ghana (literally ‘swelling mass’), then the
pas#kh#, the ‘extremities’ such as hair and nails 17. The commentary (S-a I 301)18 explains these stages, each lasting seven days:
(1) the kalala is like a drop of oil on a hair tip;
17

S I 206, cf. Nidd I 120 and Mil 40; translations from McDermott 1998, 180.
See also the 14th century Thai work, The Three Worlds According to King Ruang (Reynolds & Reynolds 1982, 115–118). The latter calls the fifth stage that
of the pañca-s#kh# or ‘five-branched’, which has five protuberances that become the hands (including palms and fingers at the end of seven days), feet and
head. After another seven days, the hair and nails have developed. Thus, after 42
days (i.e. six weeks), all the basic features of a human have developed.
18 Cf. Hindu views on the subject, as described in Lipner 1991, 55–6.
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(2) the abbuda (‘swelling’) is like water in which flesh has been
washed;
(3) the pes( (‘lump’) coagulates as a piece of flesh soft like refined
lead;
(4) the ghana (‘swelling mass’) is like a hen’s egg;
(5) the extremities then develop, with the hands, feet and head appearing in the fifth week, with the embryo mature at 22 weeks,
and born after ten lunar months, i.e. around 40 weeks 19.

Given that the kalala is seen as the first stage of embryonic
growth, it is worth reflecting on what might be being referred to.
One meaning of the word is ‘mud’ or ‘soil’, but Mil 49 uses the
word to refer to the yolk of a hen’s egg. While ancient Indian
thought saw the woman’s contribution to conception as blood, to
go with the man’s sperm, rather than an ovum (Keown 1995,
75–7), the kalala as like an egg yolk is rather close to the idea of
an ovum. An interesting passage here is Mil 125, part of a discussion (pp. 123–30) on non-standard ways of getting pregnant. In
dealing with the case of a nun who became pregnant after she put
(pakkhipi) semen into her vagina (Vin III 205–06), the word kalala
is used in both its senses:
‘Revered sir, when the seed (b(ja)) meets with well prepared soil
(kalale), does it germinate quickly?’
‘Yes, sire.’
‘Even so, revered sir, the nun having her season, when the kalala
blood was ready, by the semen being placed in the arisen surge (of
blood), with that as origin, it was put in (pakkhipi) the kalala: by that
the embryo was established for her 20.’

This all seems to imply that the kalala is like a tiny drop of oil
which, yolk-like, is fed by female blood and quickly germinates
semen just as well-prepared soil does a seed, and which remains as
19

From McDermott 1998, 171–72; Keown gives more details from a seventeenth-century Tibetan medical text (1995, 72–3).
20 Note that at Milinda’s Questions I 174, I.B.Horner’s translation of Mil 125,
not used here, is rather approximate.
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the first phase of the developing embryo, which would correspond
to the time between fertilisation and implantation.
The above outline of five stages of embryonic growth broadly
accords with the modern view, in which week five sees the first
signs of a nose, jaw and limb buds, and internal organs begin to
form. By week eight, the foetus is about one inch long and the
head begins to look more ‘human’, with the brain gradually developing (along with the central nervous system), and its convolutions
developing between weeks 20 and 30. Research done in 1994 has
also shown that foetuses of 23 weeks demonstrate ‘very clear pain
response’ in terms of a huge surge in hormonal stress level, though
David Alton, who wishes to tighten up the UK abortion law, has
said that there was already ‘longstanding evidence that unborn babies, as early as seven to eight weeks, can feel pain’21. He also
says:
By 18 weeks a child has sentience, and is no different except in size
and weight from the child at 28 weeks. By 20 weeks … its heart is
pumping … it has all its organs functioning; it has a complete skeleton, reflexes, and much else besides22.

In the womb, many fertilised embryos die, at any stage of development, due to miscarriage or genetic defects, an unfortunate fact
of which Buddhism has long been aware (Mil 301–2, Vism 236,
Vin-a II 468f.). Of course, this is no more relevant to the ethics of
abortion than the fact of adult death due to illness is relevant to the
ethics of killing. The ethics of the situation is also not altered by
the fact that many ova are never fertilised and so never implant23.
21

The Guardian, 8 July, 1994. Collins (1999, 201) alludes to recent research
showing foetal response to sound at around 20 weeks or even 14 weeks. Accordingly, in a reconstruction of traditional Buddhist views in the light of scientific evidence, she tentatively proposes 14 weeks as the time when ‘subtle consciousness’ enters the embryo. Her rationale for this is that, just as ancient Buddhist cosmology needs updating, so do its views in other areas.
22 The Guardian, 5 October , 1987.
23 Keown (1995, 85–91) also raises the question of whether the development of
identical twins, from the splitting of the embryo in the first two weeks after fer-
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The relevance of the age of the foetus to the ethics of abortion
In law, it is often the case that abortion is permitted on certain
grounds on foetuses of a certain age. In England and Wales, abortions can be carried out up to 28 weeks (though foetuses can survive from 23 weeks), while France only allows them up to 10
weeks. What might Buddhism have to say in this area?
In the Petavatthu, there are two stories on jealous elder wives
causing younger ones to miscarry or abort, one at two months, the
other at three months 24. In both cases, the women falsely swear
they did not do it, and go on to be reborn as ill-smelling ghosts due
to the deed and the lie. They also suffer in having to devour their
own children, as they had sworn they would if they were lying in
their oaths (Pv I 6 and 7). Here, the karmic result is the same
whether the foetus is two or three months old, and McDermott sees
this as evidence that the age of an aborted foetus is not seen by
Buddhism as affecting the seriousness of the act (1998, 160–61).
Keown also holds that causing the death of a foetus is as grave an
offence as killing an adult (1995, 93), and Stott holds that a foetus
is:
not a ‘partially souled’ being nor a ‘potential’ being but an embodied
sentient being, however small. It would thus be difficult for any Western Buddhist to make the claim that the smaller the foetus, the less serious the abortion (1992, 176).

Yet there is some ambiguity in the textual evidence. Given the
Buddhist view of embryonic life, it is not surprising that causing an
abortion is seen as a serious act:
When a monk is ordained he should not intentionally deprive a living
being of life, even if it is only an ant. Whatever monk deprives a hutilization, produces any problem for the Buddhist view of individual life starting
at fertilization. He cites texts (D-a II 509 and Vism 575) expressing the idea that
even identical twins have differences, and concludes that, for Buddhism, both
twins are to be seen as animated by different streams of consciousness from a
past individual, but get their bodies by a slightly different process than normal.
24 And see Reynolds & Reynolds 1982, 98 and Dhp-a 45–53.
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man being of life, even (antamaso) down to destroying an embryo
(gabbha-p#tana) up#d#ya), he becomes not a (true) renouncer, not a
son of the S"kiyans (Vin I 97).

The penalty for a monk intentionally causing an abortion is permanent expulsion from the Sa&gha:
Whatever monk should intentionally deprive a human being of life ...
he is also one who is defeated [in the monastic life], he is not in communion … Human being means: from the mind’s first arising, from
(the time of) consciousness becoming first manifest in a mother’s
womb until the time of death, here meanwhile he is called a human
being (Vin III 73).

It is clear from the second of these passages that causing an abortion is seen as a case of murder, and the commentary on Vin I 97
says that the offence is committed even if the foetus is only in its
first phase, as a kalala (Vin-a 437–38). Yet Vin I 97, by using the
word ‘even’, implies that, just as killing an ant is the least serious
case of killing an animal, so killing a foetus is the least serious case
of killing a human. Of course, even this is seen as a serious, grave
offence (which actually entails the same monastic punishment, expulsion, as any other killing of a human25), yet this does not prevent other acts of murder from being more morally serious.
Does the unskilfulness of abortion increase as the foetus gets
larger? Trevor Ling, based on a study of views in Thailand and Sri
Lanka, says:
In general it can be said that in Therav"da Buddhist countries the
moral stigma which attaches to abortion increases with the size of the
foetus. This is an aspect of the general Buddhist notion that the seriousness of the act of taking life increases with the size, complexity
and even sanctity of the being whose life is taken. It is relatively less
serious to destroy a mosquito than a dog; less serious to destroy a dog
than an elephant; it is more serious to take the life of a man than of an
25

Also at Vin IV 124–25, dealing with the killing of animals, the punishment
only varies according to such matters as intention and foreknowledge of the
monk, with no discussion of killing of different kinds of animals.
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elephant, and most serious of all to take the life of a monk. It would
thus be less serious to terminate the life of a month-old foetus than of
a child about to be born (1969, 58)26.

Here, there is probably an allusion to a key commentarial passage
at M-a I 198:
‘Onslaught on breathing beings’ is, as regards a breathing being that
one perceives as living, the will to kill it, expressed through body or
speech, occasioning an attack which cuts off its life-faculty. That action, in regard to those without good qualities (gu%a)—animals,
etc.—is of lesser fault when they are small, greater fault when they
have a large physical frame. Why? Because of the greater effort involved. Where the effort is the same, (it is greater) due to the object
(vatthu) (of the act) being greater. In regard to those with good qualities—humans, etc.—the action is of lesser fault when they are of few
good qualities, greater fault when they are of many good qualities. But
when size or good qualities are equal, the fault of the action is lesser
due to the (relative) mildness of the mental defilements and of the attack, and greater due to their intensity27.

Keown argues that the size criterion in this passage only applies to
animals, not humans, for whom degree of virtue is seen as crucial
(1995, 96, 99). He argues that all human life is seen as equally
valuable, but that extra virtue gives additional value to a person,
too (p. 97). However, the above passage does acknowledge that it
is morally worse to kill some animals than others—even though
the same monastic penalty applies—and worse to kill some humans than others.
Now in the case of foetuses, they may be reborn beings of
greater or lesser virtue, but as this cannot be known by a person
contemplating an abortion, this cannot be a relevant consideration
for assessing their degree of fault if they had an abortion. The
26

Apart from this, he cites a Thai non-Buddhist popular belief that the khwan or
spirit is only properly established in a child three days after birth, making it
properly ‘human’ (p. 58).
27 M-a I 198 cf. translation of Conze 1959, 70–71; cf. almost identical passages
at Khp-a 28–29 and As 97, cf. Abhidh-k-bh IV 73a–b.
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age/size of a foetus is, broadly, knowable, and while the above
passage does not apply the size criterion to humans, it does say that
the intensity of bad motive, and of the means used, make the act
worse. Now to abort a foetus at five months—by inducing contractions—arguably does entail more forceful means than to do so
at, say, two months, by scraping out the uterus. This would mean
that the act of the abortionist would be worse when the abortion is
later—and also the act of the woman requesting the abortion if she
knew that more violent means were to be used. In any case, with a
later abortion, the woman would have a more developed relationship with the foetus, which would mean that her motivation to have
an abortion at this stage would probably have to be more intense,
and perhaps perverse, in order to go through with the abortion 28.
Thus on these two grounds, rather than size per se, a later abortion would be worse than an earlier one, though an early one would
still be a grave act. Both these points are contained in a statement
of Dr. Pinit Ratanakul, who holds that Thai Buddhists
believe in the uniqueness and preciousness of human life irrespective
of its stages of development … To destroy any form of human life will
yield bad karmic results … The gravity of these results depends on
many factors, such as the intensity of the doer’s intention and effort,
as well as the size and quality of the being that was killed … In the
case of induced abortion, the stages of the development of the fetus
aborted influence the degree of the karmic consequences for those
who perpetrate abortion. These different stages also imply different
degrees of the potential of the fetus which itself influences the weight
of the karmic consequences (1998, 56).

He thus sees Thai women’s preference to have earlier rather than
later abortions as appropriate. While this preference may be partly
28

Saying this would seem to imply that it is worse to kill someone that one has
a positive relationship with—relative or friend—than a stranger. Though this is
never exactly spelled out anywhere, the fact that it is seen as a terrible act to
intentionally kill a parent might be seen to imply that it is also particularly bad,
though to a lesser degree, to kill any relative.
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because a late abortion is more difficult to hide from others, this is
not the only consideration.
So, it is clear that Buddhism sees abortion as akin to killing an
adult human, but that does not mean that all such acts are equally
bad. As a parallel, note that in American law, murderers may get
different sentences, depending on the circumstances and motive of
the act. Those who kill in self-defence or in war are also treated
differently. Thus there can surely be degrees of badness in abortion
as in other forms of intentional killing.
Nevertheless, it is clear from Vinaya passages quoted above that
deliberate abortion is always worse than killing an animal, which
would include killing, say, an elephant, seen as a noble animal in
Buddhism, or a chimpanzee, which is nowadays seen as the most
developed of animals. As I think that there are Buddhist grounds
for saying that an abortion becomes worse according to the age of
the foetus, so we could say that abortion is not as bad as killing a
new-born baby—though in the last few months of pregnancy, the
difference may be minimal. We could thus say that the evil of an
abortion lies somewhere between the evil of killing a chimpanzee
and the evil of killing a baby, other things being equal (see Harvey
2000, 321–26).
Robert Florida argues that it is less bad to abort a younger foetus
as this entails inflicting less pain, the degree of suffering caused
being the criterion of how bad an action is (1998, 16; 2000, 144).
He goes too far here, though, for Buddhism would still object to
painlessly killing someone. That someone feels pain in being killed
is only part of the evil of killing29, though when a killing entails
more pain, it is appropriate to see it as worse. As regards the extent
to which foetuses suffer, we have seen that scientific evidence sees
this as starting to occur at 23 weeks or earlier, as indicated by a
huge surge in hormone stress level30. While Buddhist texts see
29

Keown 1995, 35–6 appropriately argues against taking sentiency as the ‘essence’ of a living being, yet goes too far in seemingly seeing degree of pain inflicted as irrelevant to assessing the evil involved in a killing.
30 The Guardian, 8 July, 1994.
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pain as entailed at any stage in the womb (Vism 500) and some
sense of touch as present from the beginning (Vibh 413; Abhidh-kbh II 14b), it seems valid to say that a more developed foetus
would be more sensitive to pain, such that a later abortion would
accordingly be worse if the foetus were not anaesthetised.
The question of the criteria for death
At the other end of a human life, issues arise relating to death. If
Buddhism sees all intentional killing as unwholesome and against
the precepts—which applies to genuine cases of euthanasia—we
need to know what it is for a person to still be ‘alive’ and thus capable of being ‘killed’: what are the criteria for being ‘alive’ and
being ‘dead’? The type of scenario which particularly raises this
issue is that of a patient in a ‘persistent vegetative state’ (PVS).
Here, a patient is in a coma as the neocortex of their brain has been
damaged. If this continues for a long time, the damage may be regarded as irreversible. If the brain-stem of the patient is undamaged, they can breathe themselves (though artificial respiration
may be added as an aid), digest, their heart will beat (though may
need help in regulating it), and their body will retain certain reflexes such as dilation of the pupils and, usually, swallowing, yet
the senses do not seem to work, and no voluntary movements are
made (cf. Keown 1995, 160; Mett"nando 1991, 210). Being permanently without any sign of conscious awareness and the ability
to make decisions, two questions can arise:
(1) is the patient still a ‘person’ with value?
(2) is the patient alive?
Some would regard the life of a human who is not a ‘person’ as
without value, such that it is not unethical to kill them. Buddhism,
however, does not see the value of life as residing in personhood
(Keown 1995, 27–30). This is shown by the fact that animals and
humans in the womb have value and should not be killed. Some
Buddhists would still say that a life without volition (Van Loon
1978) or awareness/sentiency (Redmond 1991, 19–20, 22, 23)
198
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would be without value. Yet even were one to accept these criteria,
which are debatable31, there seems no way of knowing that, in the
inner recesses of a patient’s mind, these qualities are not present,
albeit in an attenuated form. Buddhism accepts many meditative
states in which consciousness behaves in non-ordinary ways. It
also accepts ‘formless’ rebirths, where consciousness is not accompanied by any kind of body. It is therefore hard to be sure that
physical tests will always be able to detect existing states of consciousness. Indeed, the remaining consciousness may be reflecting
on the dying process so as to help prepare for death, so as to attain
as good a rebirth as possible (Mett"nando 1991, 210). Vism 554
says that, as a person is dying ‘his body gradually withers like a
green palm leaf lying in the glare of the sun, and when the faculties
of eye, etc., have ceased and the body faculty [sense of touch],
mind faculty and life faculty remain on in the heart-basis alone32,
then consciousness, which has as its support the heart-basis still
remaining at that moment,’ remains until there is deceasing (cuti)
consciousness followed by relinking (pa!isandhi) consciousness
(Vism 554). Thus there is a phase when a dying person cannot see
or hear but has some remaining consciousness and can be seen to
be in the process of preparing for death.
Is a patient in a PVS alive, then? It seems that, by Buddhist criteria, he would be. Keown (1995, 145–58) has a good review of
the relevant textual material. Two passages (S III 143 and M I 296)
affirm that a body is dead and ‘will-less (acetana) like a log of
wood’ when it is without three things: ‘life (#yu), heat and consciousness (viññ#%a)’. It is explained that ‘life’ and heat depend on
each other, like the light and flame of a lamp, and that the five
sense organs depend on heat (M I 195). The ‘life-activities’ (#yusa)kh#ras) are not states that are felt, otherwise one would die in
the meditative state of the ‘cessation of cognition and feeling’ (M I
31

See Keown 1995, 32–7, 143–44, 160–61. Such criteria would also seem to
give scant grounds for not killing a person who was unconscious and insentient
under anaesthetic! Cf. note 29.
32 Cf. the situation at conception (p. 185, above).
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296)33. This is a state attained by advanced meditators in which all
functions of the mind shut down, and on the way to attaining it,
breathing ceases (M I 296 and 301). Unlike a dead body, which has
no life or heat, and has the sense organs ‘wholly dis-integrated’, a
person in the state of cessation still has life and heat, and his senseorgans are ‘clarified’. It is left ambiguous as to whether consciousness still occurs in this state, and the different Buddhist schools
had different opinions on this. In his study of the state of cessation,
Griffiths sees it as a state in which a person may seem dead (M I
333; Vism 380), as they do not breath and ‘heartbeat, blood pressure, body temperature and metabolic levels in general have all
fallen to a very low level’ and mentally, a person is in a state
which Western medical observers might liken to a profound cataleptic trance (1986, 10–11). It lasts for up to seven days (Vism
707).
The above shows that Buddhism holds it possible to be in a state
in which there is no breathing, and no detectable mental activity,
and yet be alive. A persistent vegetative state is not the same as the
state of cessation, but shares some of its qualities. One difference
is that a person continues to breathe, unaided, in the PSV. Buddhism would clearly not regard one in such a state as dead, then,
and to remove intravenous or tube feeding from such a person
would be to kill him or her.
A famous case of this type was that of Tony Bland, who in 1989
was crushed in a football stadium disaster and was in a PVS. In
1993, the UK House of Lords ruled that the food provided to him
by a tube was a form of futile treatment, and could legally be withdrawn, even though this would lead to his death. The death which
followed was in a heavily sedated state (Keown 1995, 159–68).
This was in accord with the recommendations of the 1988 Euthanasia report of the British Medical Association, which opposes active euthanasia, but accepts that futile treatment, which it sees as
33

The Vibha'ga says that ‘life-faculty’ (j(vitindriya) is sometimes associated
with feeling (p. 125), just as it is sometimes associated with consciousness (p.
131).
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including artificial means of feeding, may be removed from terminal patients34. Keown (1995, 162–64), however, rightly disputes
whether feeding could be regarded as ‘futile treatment’. Firstly, he
points out that feeding, even if done by nurses, could not be seen
as medical treatment unless it was of a kind specifically selected to
cure an illness, which it was not. Even if it were regarded as
‘treatment’, its only possible aim was to sustain life. As it was succeeding in doing so, it could not be seen as ‘futile treatment’, i.e.
treatment which was not attaining its goal.
In a somewhat similar case in 1995, the Irish Supreme Court decided that a woman who had lain in a coma for twenty-three years
could have her feeding-tube removed, even though she was not in a
PVS but could still recognise people. The grounds were that feeding by tube was an intrusive and unusual method of feeding which
interfered with the integrity of her body 35. Yet the view of a dissenting judge on the court seems correct: the action was intended
to cause death by starvation. If someone cannot feed herself, it is
the duty of others to help her, by whatever means.
To say that a patient in a PVS is alive, and should not be starved
to death, is not to say that extraordinary medical means should be
used to keep them alive indefinitely. A patient in such a state is
very prone to infections. As Keown argues, ‘it does not follow that
there is a duty to go to extreme lengths to preserve life at all costs’
(1995, 167). Such a person could be seen as beyond medical help,
such that any medical treatment would be futile, as it could not restore health. If relatives wished medical complications such as infections to be treated, they should be, unless resources are genuinely not available. If not, the condition should go untreated, so as
to allow nature to take its course, and the patient die36.
What, though, of a patient whose brain-stem has died, so that
they cannot breath unaided (which those with live brain-stems
34

The Guardian, 6 May, 1988.
The Guardian, 28 July, 1995.
36 cf. Mett"nando 1991, 209–11, though he only talks of withholding treatment,
including life-support, if resources are needed for others in intensive care.
35
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usually can), and are without any reflexes: are they then to be regarded as dead, so that no action can be seen as ‘killing’ them any
longer? Keown (1995, 151–58) argues that brain-stem death
should be taken by Buddhism as the correct criterion for death. He
points out that Vin III 73 defines killing as the ‘cutting off of the
vitality-faculty (j(vit-indriya)’ and that Vin-a II 438–39 specifies
this as the physical vitality-faculty rather than the mental one,
which in any case depends on it (1995, 148). The commentary on
M I 296 identifies ‘life (#yu)’ with this material vitality-faculty
(M-a II 351), and the Abhidhamma defines this as:
That which, of these material states, is life (#yu), persistence, continuance, lastingness, movement, upkeep, keeping going, vitality, vitalityfaculty (Dhs § 635).

Buddhaghosa says it ‘has the characteristic of maintaining conascent types of matter. Its function is to make them occur. It is manifested in the establishment of their presence’ (Vism 447). It is
identified with ‘vital breath’ (pr#%a) (Abhidh-k-bh IV 73ab), but
clearly not with the physical breath, for as ‘life’, it is seen as occurring from the moment of conception, due to past karma (Abhidh-kbh II 45b). It is thus clearly not identified with any organic structure or function, such as breathing, but as Keown says, seems to
denote ‘the basic biological processes of life’ (1995, 149). As ‘life’
and heat are compared to the light and flame of a lamp, they can be
seen as two processes which keep biological processes ‘burning’,
i.e. functioning.
Keown refers to the meaning of pr#%a in Buddhist medicine,
and in Buddhist influenced Ayurveda (Indian traditional medicine)
as ranging ‘from the gross physical process of respiration to the
flow of subtle energy which was thought to regulate the internal
functioning of the body’ so as to regulate ‘respiration, heartbeat,
swallowing, digestion, evacuation, menstruation, and many other
bodily functions. In this capacity it seems to be closely related to
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the autonomic system’ (1995, 149) 37. He goes on (p. 151) to cite
Mett"nando (1991, 204) as saying, ‘This group of interrelated
bodily functions attributed to the pr#%a we now recognize as bodily functions maintained by the nuclei of the brainstem’. While
Keown holds that, as ‘life’ and heat always occur together, so permanent loss of body heat seems to be ‘the only empirical criterion
offered by the early sources as a means of determining death’
(1995, 151), he concurs with Mett"nando in taking brain-stem
death as signifying the end of life. Mett"nando sees this as entailing that pr#%a and consciousness have gone (1991, 206), and Keown sees it as meaning there is no body-heat, presumably as he
sees the brain-stem as its cause (1995, 152). Keown holds that
early Buddhist texts see ‘death is the irreversible loss of the integrated organic functioning which a living organism displays’
(1995, 155), as when M I 296 says that death involves the ‘disintegration of the sense-organs (indriy#ni viparibhinn#ni)’. At
death, often referred to as the ‘break-up of the body’, the operation
of the sense-organs ‘is no longer co-ordinated as it would be in a
living, self-regulating organism’ (1995, 156). He regards the brainstem as carrying out such a ‘co-ordinating function’, without which
‘the organism ceases to be a unified whole and can no longer survive’, even if components can survive a while longer: the heart
continues to beat for up to an hour (1995, 155), and remains alive
for an hour or so even after this stops, and the skeletal muscles live
for another six hours (Barnard 1978, 201). Thus irreversible brainstem death is the best criterion for determining that death—an end
to integrated organic functioning—has occurred, this being simultaneous with consciousness leaving the body (1995, 158). Keown
does not actually identify ‘life’/‘vitality-faculty’ with the brainstem, but sees it as closely related to it.
An influential criterion for when death—irreversible loss of ‘integrating function of the organism as a whole’ (Bartlett 1995,
37

In Tibetan Buddhist thought, consciousness is said to be mounted on the
pr#%as or winds which circulate through many channels in the body (Sogyal
1992, 248–49).
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271)—has occurred, is that of the 1968 report of the ad-hoc committee of the Harvard Medical School. This sees death as occurring
with ‘the complete absence of brain functions at all levels including cerebral, midbrain, brainstem and even upper spinal levels’
(Keown 1995, 142). This implies loss of spontaneous respiration
and often of spontaneous heart-beat (Hämmerli 1978, 187–88).
The criterion was framed so as to allow the ‘harvesting’ of organs,
particularly kidneys, for donation (Hämmerli 1978, 187) from certain patients who had been attached to a life-support system to
sustain breathing and heart-beat. Tests to see if ‘death’ according
to the above criterion has occurred include failure to respond to
sensori stimuli, no reflexes, pupils remaining enlarged, even in the
light, no spontaneous breathing, swift fall of blood pressure after
removal of artificial support for circulation, all after repeated examination, and a flat Electroencephalogram (EEG) (Hämmerli
1978, 187–88; cf. Keown 1995, 142). For these tests to be a reliable indicator that the Harvard definition of death has been satisfied, all the tests would have to be repeatedly negative. Just a lack
of spontaneous breathing (which occurs in the meditative state of
cessation) would not be enough, nor would a flat EEG reading,
which can be due to hypothermia (Keown 1995, 157). A proper
test for irreversible loss of spontaneous breathing would entail repeatedly switching off the ventilator over a few days, or very occasionally a few weeks, to see if breathing restarted (Hämmerli 1978,
189). As to how long it is switched off for each time, Keown suggests that this is three minutes, but raises the question of whether
this is long enough to test the body’s own powers of spontaneous
breathing (1995, 155). Ratanakul reports cases of people ‘coming
alive’ several hours after death has been announced by the Harvard
tests, which is used in urban Thailand, but it is unclear how rigorously the tests were applied in such cases (1990, 26).
Yet on Buddhist grounds, there remain some residual doubts as
to whether brain-stem death is the best criterion for death. It is said
that the vitality-factor is seen as existing from the time of conception, before the brain-stem has developed. Likewise, the Pa!!h#na
refers to ‘that material form’ which mind (mano) and mental204
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consciousness (mano-viññ#%a) are supported by 38 as a ‘basis’ existing from the time of conception (Pa$$h 70). Buddhaghosa, perhaps influenced by Hindu ideas (Sugunasiri 1995), equates this
with the ‘heart-basis’ (hadaya-vatthu) (Vism 537), this being a tiny
region of the physical heart (Vism 256) and dependent on the
blood (Vism 447). Mett"nando holds that the pr#%a was also traditionally seen as located in the heart (1991, 204). The
Sarv"stiv"dins, on the other hand, did not specify what the physical
‘basis’ of mind was, and the modern Therav"da writer Jayasuriya
holds that the ‘heart-basis’ is best seen as referring to the entire
nervous system, including the brain, which is of course dependent
on the blood (for oxygen etc.) (1963, Appendix A)39. Sugunasiri
goes further than this, by pointing out that if the material basis for
mind exists from conception, and the nervous system does not start
to develop till eighteen days after this, then perhaps the material
basis of mind can be seen as present in all cells, perhaps in the
DNA (1995, 423–24). If this is the case, can one be sure that a person is dead even after brain-stem death, if the blood is still circulating by artificial means, or while bodily cells still survive even
after this has stopped?
If not, then it seems that turning off an artificial respirator which
is supporting a ‘brain-dead’ person may actually be to kill them.
Yet here, as in other aspects of Buddhist ethics, intention is crucial.
From the Tibetan tradition, Sogyal Rinpoche has said that to continue a life-support system when there is no chance of recovery
may be imprisoning the patient in a useless body, so it is better to
switch off the machine (if this is all that is keeping them alive) and
let them die naturally in a peaceful atmosphere (Sogyal 1992, 372).
Kalu Rinpoche has also affirmed that for a doctor who does this at
the patient’s (previous) request, no bad karma is generated if they
do so with the aim of helping the person and relieving their suffering (Sogyal 1992, 374). In such cases, ending treatment which is
futile, but without the intention to kill may be acceptable.
38
39

Pa$$h I 5, translated by U N"rada, CR I 6.
On the mind-body relationship, see Harvey 1993.
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Organ donation
What of the removal of organs from brain-dead persons? They may
well be completely past the point of no return (even return to a
living coma), but is the death process complete? If organs are ‘harvested’ to transplant—which must be done from a ‘fresh’
corpse—or an autopsy is done too quickly, might this disrupt the
last lingering phase of consciousness before it leaves the body for
its next rebirth?
The idea of organ-donation is appealing to Buddhists, as it accords with ideals of compassionate generosity, illustrated by stories of Bodhisattas giving away parts of their bodies. In J#taka
story no. 49940, king Sivi gives his eye to a blind brahmin, and
'"ntideva discusses such acts in his +ik$#-samuccaya. He cites the
N#r#ya%a-parip,cch# as saying:
[T]he Bodhisattva must regard as medicine his frame composed of the
four great elements, and say, ‘Let all creatures take it of me as they
require it, a hand, for such as need it, or a foot, for such as need it’
(Bendall & Rouse 1971, 24).

But today, while live donation of an organ (e.g. a kidney) 41
would pose no problems per se for Buddhists, some are concerned
that donation after complete brain-death might be prior to the final
point of death, and so disrupt the transition to the next life (Tsomo
1993). Richard Hayes reports that a North American study of Buddhist clergy from a range of traditions found most of them strongly
opposed to taking organs from a body till several days after death
(when they are no longer of any use), with Tibetans being most

40

J IV 401–12; Cp I 8. See also Khoroche 1989, chapter 2. In Sanskrit texts, the
king is called 'ibi.
41 Charles Jones reports that in Taiwan, a bank for bone-marrow, from live donors, has been started by the nun Ven. Cheng-yen (Zhengyan), founder of the
Buddhist Compassion Relief Tz’u-Chi Association, which has three million
members (‘Re:Buddhism and Autopsy’ posting on Buddha-L internet discussion
forum, September 28, 1995).
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opposed, and Japanese least opposed42. Nevertheless, Sogyal Rinpoche reports that some Tibetan masters see organ donation as a
very positive action, and that if done with full sincerity, will not
disrupt the rebirth process, even if pain is felt due to the organ being taken, but enhance the process due to the good deed being
done. Dilgo Khyentse Rinpoche holds that it would be acceptable
to take organs even before the heart stops if death would have otherwise occurred in a few minutes, and the donor is sincere and in a
compassionate state of mind (Sogyal 1992, 376–77). Sogyal Rinpoche implies that things might be expedited by a ritual called
phowa to transfer the consciousness of the patient to the next rebirth (Sogyal 1992, 266). Such views seem controversial among
Tibetans, though.
While Therav"dins believe rebirth immediately follows death,
even they tend to leave a body for one to eight days before disposing of it (Tsomo 1993, 31). During this time, the consciousness
of the deceased is seen as hovering in and around the body (Terwiel 1979, 258)43. Tibetan Buddhists, on the other hand, have
elaborate ideas concerning death. Once a terminal illness begins, a
person is seen as entering the bardo, or ‘transition’, of dying. The
life-energies or pr#%as are seen to gather in the heart before the
last breath is taken. Vital signs cease, and modern doctors would
pronounce the person dead, though a slight warmth is seen to remain in the heart. It is seen as usually taking about another twenty
minutes for the ‘inner respiration’ to cease, though this may take
place very quickly, in the case of a sudden, accidental death, and

42

‘Re: Buddhism and Autopsy’, posting on Buddha-L internet discussion forum, October 2, 1995.
43 However, in Thai popular tradition, the corpse of someone who dies as a result of violence, or of a woman who dies in pregnancy or childbirth, is quickly
cremated. This is because it is believed that the person becomes an angry spirit,
and it is seen as best to despatch them to their next life as soon as possible (Terwiel 1979, 264).
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may also last for up to three and a half days44. During this time,
most people are unconscious, though accomplished meditators may
contemplate the ‘innate luminosity of the mind’. The end of ‘inner
respiration’ is seen to be the moment of death, when consciousness
leaves the body and the bardo of dying ends (Sogyal 1992, 104).
After this comes the bardo of the intermediate existence, lasting
for seven days or less, though it is sometimes repeated in a cycle of
up to seven seven-day periods, leading up to the time of rebirth
(Sogyal 1992, 287, 342, 291; Mullin 1987, 192).
Among the signs of consciousness having departed, the strongest
is a drop of blood and pus being emitted from the nostrils or sexual
organ. To cremate the corpse before consciousness has left is seen
as almost the same as murder, and may lead to an unfavourable
rebirth for the deceased. Likewise, it is customary not to disturb
the body for three days, to ensure consciousness has left it, for to
touch it is seen to disturb the consciousness and lead to it having
an unfortunate rebirth (Sogyal 1992, 265).
Some accomplished meditators are held to remain seated or lying in meditation after breathing ceases but prior to the departure
of consciousness. They do not appear to get rigor mortis45, and the
region round their heart remains warm, which was observed to be
the case when Gyalwang Karmapa died in an American hospital in
1981, the warmth being detected thirty-six hours after he died
(Sogyal 1992, 266–67). Mullin also reports the death of one of his
teachers, who ‘sat in meditation’ for three days after breathing and
heart-beat had stopped, before his head fell to one side, showing
the death process was complete. This practice of ‘retreating to the
heart’ in death is called tuk-dam (Mullin 1987, 103). For a particularly accomplished meditator, it is believed that consciousness
44

Soygal 1992, 253, 265; Mullin 1987, 72, 194, 207–08; Tsomo 1993, 33; Anderson 1992, 38–9 and David Komito, ‘Autopsy’ posting on Buddha-L internet
discussion forum, September 29, 1995.
45 Rigor mortis normally lasts 10–72 hours, before the rigidity wears off, though
with elderly frail people, it can be short and feeble, and so might not be noticed.
My thanks to Liz Williams, my research student, for this point.
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may remain in the body for months. One Panchen Lama is said to
have remained in meditation for almost a year after he stopped
breathing, with the body not decomposing46.
Given these ideas, then, organ donation would only seem acceptable if (1) the donor were unambiguously alive and the donation would not cause death, or (2) the donor had died in a sudden
accident, or (3) had died some days ago, but the body had been
kept ‘fresh’ by artificial ventilation; (3) assumes, though, that the
full dying process would continue till its culmination once the
brain-stem was dead.
Japan and Israel are the only two developed nations not to recognise complete brain-death as the criterion of human death, and,
as of 1988, Japan had 7000 brain-dead people on life-support machines, there being around 2,600 diagnosed per year (Hardacre
1994, 585, 599). This is due to a reluctance to allow organ transplants from what may be still living donors. Consequently, death is
only recognised as occurring when all heart-beat and breathing,
even artificially generated, have ceased, and the pupils do not dilate (Hardacre 1994, 585). While senior doctors wish to recognise
the brain-death criterion, the profession is widely divided on the
issue, and a highly influential Patients’ Rights Committee has
charged certain transplanting doctors with murder (Hardacre 1994,
586). In particular, there is a concern that legalising transplants
from the brain-dead will lead to a disproportionate diagnosing of
brain-death for the handicapped and mentally impaired (Hardacre
1994, 586, 592). Nevertheless, various committees have reported
in favour of adopting the brain-death criterion, and of allowing donation where the donor (by a ‘living will’), or surviving family, is
agreeable, and this may in time become law (Hardacre 1994,
587–88). Public interest in the issue is great, and religious leaders
have gradually begun to make statements on it.
46

Mullin 1987, 80, citing the views of Ge-she Nga-wang Dar-gye. Of course
such non-decomposition could be due to the cold and dry air where it was
stored. My thanks to Liz Williams, my research student, for this point.
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Japanese distaste for organ transplantation is partly rooted in the
Confucian ideal of burying a body whole, as it is seen as a gift
from Heaven and one’s ancestors, and should be respected accordingly47. Moreover, in Japan, the individual is seen to come
into existence in and through social relationships, and these relationships are seen as continuing after death. Thus the idea of an
individual suddenly ending due to a mere biological fact is seen as
odd, and the body remains a focus of reverent ritual after biological
death (Hardacre 1994, 593–94; Becker 1990, 545)48. Such a view
is sometimes backed up by linking it to Buddhist ideas of the interrelationship of all through the principle of Conditioned Arising, a
key concept in Japanese Buddhism (Hardacre 1994, 596). While
Japanese Christians tend to favour organ donation on grounds of
altruism, it seems that Japanese Buddhists make little reference to
comparable Buddhist notions in this context. The idea of causing
anguish for a dead person’s family, so that another person can have
a possible small elongation of their life, is generally seen as not
worth it (Hardacre 1994, 598).
Nevertheless, there are Japanese Buddhist voices in favour of
the brain-death criterion of death. Daisaku Ikeda, head of the S%ka
Gakkai, has alluded to early Buddhist ideas (as preserved in the
Abhidh-k-bh) of life as present while vitality (j(vita), heat and consciousness still occur in a body (see above). He sees these as existing before the brain develops, and as continuing for as long as
spontaneous respiration does, such that death occurs when a braindead person is attached to a respirator (Ikeda 1994, 93; Hardacre
1994, 595, 601). He holds that when a person is in a coma, due to
the cerebral cortex being destroyed, there are still subtle emotions
47

Becker 1990, 543; ‘Re: Buddhism and Autopsy’ posting to Buddha-L internet
discussion forum, 28 September, 1995, referring to a study by Lock and Honde,
‘Reaching Consensus about Death: Heart Transplants and Cultural Identity in
Japan’, in George Weisz, ed., Social Science Perspectives on Medical Ethics,
New York, Kluwer, 1990, e.g. pp. 110 ff.
48 According to LaFleur 1992, the high abortion rate in Japan is partly because
of similar considerations: the foetus is not yet part of the human community.
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as mental currents in the underlying ‘storehouse (#laya-) consciousness’ described by the Yog"c"ra school. Moreover, the three
stages of dying are those in which first the five senseconsciousnesses, then mind-consciousness, then the mind-organ
(manas)—normally supported by various brain-structures, including the brain-stem—become latent within the #laya-consciousness
(Ikeda 1994, 167–68). Other Buddhists also see the #layaconsciousness as the co-ordinator of all mental and physical functions, and death as occurring when it leaves the body. As they see
it as related to the nervous system, they see brain-death as a good
criterion for death, as integrating functioning ends in a matter of
days after brain-death, even where artificial respiration continues
(Hardacre 1994, 595–96). Such people have not declared themselves in favour of organ-transplantation, but nor have they objected to it. They seem vague, though, as to whether brain-death or
consequent ending of all ‘integrating functioning’—which they
seem to confuse with the remnants of life in unintegrated muscles—is the criterion for death. Some Zen Buddhists, though, seem
willing to overcome what they see as purely cultural reluctance to
donate organs in Japan (Tsomo 1993, 34–5).
Conclusions
In exploring such issues, I am relating Buddhist textual sources,
and contemporary views based on them, to scientific ideas on human developments, so as to cast a light on issues of contemporary
ethical concern. In doing so I am seeking both to clarify what Buddhism has, historically, said on certain issues, but also to see how
such Buddhist ideas may inform issues of contemporary debate. In
this, I see a parallel to the activity of Applied Theology in Christianity, where, likewise, the ideas of a religious tradition are clarified and extended to inform an approach to contemporary issues.
Peter Harvey
University of Sunderland
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Abbreviations
Pali Text Society editions, except in the case of Abhidh-k-bh and
Pa$$h.
Abhidh-k-bh Abhidharmako"abh#$yam, translated from Louis de La
Vallée Poussin’s French translation by Leo M. Pruden,
Asian Humanities Press, Berkeley, Cal., 1988–90. References are to chapter and section numbers in original text.
As
Atthas#lin(
Cp
Cariy#pi!aka
CR
Conditional Relations, i.e. N"rada’s Pa$$h translation.
D
D(gha-nik#ya
D-a
Commentary to last item.
Dhp-a
Dhammapada commentary.
Dhs
Dhammasa'ga%(
J
J#taka
Khp-a
Khuddakap#!ha commentary.
Kv-a
Kath#vatthu commentary.
M
Majjhima-nik#ya
M-a
Commentary to last item.
Mil
Milindapañha
Nidd
Niddesa
Pa$is
Pa!isambhid#magga
Pa$$h
Pa!!h#na (Pali Publication Board edition, reference is to
marginal pagination.)
Pv
Petavatthu
S
Sa)yutta-nik#ya
S-a
Commentary to last item.
Vibh
Vibha'ga
Vin
Vinaya-pi!aka
Vin-a
Commentary to last item.
Vism
Visuddhimagga
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